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ABSTRACT
Formal Reasoning in Portuguese Junior High School Students
February 1 981
Manuel J. Sequeira, Bacharelato (Physics),
Licenciatura (Physics), Universidade de Lisboa /
M.A., Northwestern University
^
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Leverne J. Thelen
While most science curricula have been designed as if
secondary school students were at the formal-operational
level, recent research indicates that most of these
students fail to reach that cognitive level. These
findings highlight the importance of identifying students
cognitive capabilities, of selecting subject matter
according to the cognitive level of the learner and of
divising instructional strategies to assist students to
developing more advanced cognitive levels.
The present study was designed to investigate (a) the
cognitive level of Portuguese junior high school students,
(b) the relationship between the students' cognitive level
and a group of selected variables (region, socioeconomic
status, age, sex, number of siblings, grade, achievement in
science and degree of difficulty of science as perceived by
the students), (c) if the Portuguese secondary science
VI
curriculum matches the students' cognitive level, and (d)
if the Portuguese science teachers use instructional
strategies according to the students' cognitive level.
The students' cognitive level was assessed by three
tests. The students were classified into three groups
according to the socioeconomic level of the neighborhood
served by the school; upper-middle class, middle class and
low income class. The characteristics of all other
variables (age, sex, number of siblings, grade, achievement
in "science and degree of difficulty of science as perceived
by the students) were obtained by a short questionnaire
responded to by the students.
The data on the structure of the Portuguese junior
high science curriculum and on the instructional strategies
used by the science teachers were collected by means of (a)
a questionnaire responded to by science teachers,
supervisors and principals, (b) an interview with science
teachers, and (c) an analysis of the goals and guidelines
for the Portuguese secondary science curriculum.
An analysis of the data of the present study permitted
the following conclusions:
1. The majority of Portuguese junior high school
students (7th, 8th and 9th grades) are at the concrete
(32^) or transitional (58^) stages of cognitive
development
.
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2. Students of large schools in large cities did
better on the three tests than students of small rural
communities and suburban schools.
Students of upper-middle class families did better
on the three tests than students of middle class families
and substantially better than students of low income
families
.
4. There is little or no difference in cognitive
development between boys and girls up to age 15* After
that, girls do not show a significant increase while boys
still increase their cognitive performance, at least for
one more year. After the age of sixteen the students'
performance seems to stabilize, reaching a sort of a
plateau but maintaining the difference in cognitive
performance between sexes.
5. Students appeared to make greater gains in moving
toward formal thought between grades 7 and 8 than between 8
and 9 •
6. Scores on Piagetian tests were (a) positively
correlated to achievement in science, (b) negatively
correlated to the perception of science as difficult, and
(c) negatively correlated to the number of siblings in the
fEunily
.
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7. The Portuguese secondary science curriculum does
not appear to be well matched to the students' cognitive
level
.
8. Portuguese science teachers do not, in general,
use instructional strategies according to the students'
cognitive level, frequently for very understandable
reasons
.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
Policy and decision-makers in the field of education
usually view effective learning as a function of curriculum
organization, evaluation practices, administrative
structures, and the roles of teachers and students. The
nature of the learning process itself tends to he ignored.
And yet every teacher is aware of the wide variety of
performances students display under the same instructional
strategy. Thus it would seem that better understanding of
the mechanism of the learning process would contribute to
Knowledge of the best teacher-student interaction. How can
a school curriculum be designed that takes into account the.
most important parameters of learning? How do different
instructional strategies influence learning? Every school
curriculum has been based upon two major assumptions.
First, that the student must be presented with a certain
amount of pieces of information, facts, skills and
attitudes. Secondly, the general assumption has been that
presenting the student the material to be learned and
involving him with it would also teach him to think.
Intellectual growth, therefore, has been considered to be a
concomitant outcome.
1
2In my opinion if the designers of the curricula take
into consideration the intellectual development of the
students, the understanding of the science content will be
facilitated. To accomplish this goal, the educational
system would have to be rearranged. Basic research at the
classroom level on how students learn and what they can
learn is needed. It seems that education in general and
science education in particular would be able to build upon
Piaget's findings about learning and intellectual
development in order to create a sound theory for
education.
Piaget's research on cognitive development led him to
study how children and adolescents learn physical and
mathematical concepts such as those of time, space,
movement, energy, causality, number, probability, etc. As
these concepts are taught in any science curriculum, it
seems obvious that Piaget's theory of cognitive development
might provide a rationale for the design of curriculum and
instruction
.
Piaget's theory suggests that the attainment of
scientific concepts is a gradual one for the students, and
that there are individual differences in their acquisition.
His basic hypothesis about learning is that to know
something is to act upon it and/or interact with it.
3According "to "the PiB-geijian model, humsin cognitive
development is processed in terms of four stages (inhelder
and Piaget, 1958). The first two, called sensorimotor and
preoperational
,
are usually completed when a child is seven
or eight years old. Following these, two stages of logical
operations, called concrete-operational and
formal-operational, take place. The formal stage begins to
develop at age eleven or twelve and reaches an equilibrium
at around fifteen or sixteen. The transition from one
stage to the next is achieved through four factors:
self- regulation
,
which Piaget also calls equilibration
(internal mental process in which new experiences are
combined with existing structures and generate new logical
operations)
,
matur ation (central nervous system and the
entire body)
,
experience (physical and logico-mathematical)
and social transmission (acquisition of knowledge through
books, teachers, parents, peers, etc.). The model also
states that concrete-operational persons are unable to
develop understanding of abstract concepts and that
formal-operational persons are able to develop
understanding of both concrete and abstract concepts.
These two concepts of concrete and formal reasoning are
most important for secondary school science programs as
most curricula designers assume that students are at the
formal-operational level. And because recent research
4indicates that about 50^ of American secondary school
students fail to reach the level of formal thought (Karplus
and Karplus, 1970; Karplus and Peterson, 1970; Priot, 1970;
McKinnon and Renner, 1971; Renner and Stafford, 1976;
Lawson and Renner, 1974; Lawson and Renner, 1975), it can
be concluded that most secondary science curricula are
inappropriate for students. These findings highlight the
importance of identifying students cognitive capabilities,
of selecting subject matter according to the cognitive
level of the learner and of divising instructional
strategies, if possible, to assist students to developing
more advanced cognitive levels.
Consistent with this trend, the present research
attempts to study the cognitive level of Portuguese junior
high school students and the implications of these findings
for the present Portuguese curriculum and instructional
practices
.
Statement of Problems
It seems obvious that if we are concerned with helping
students learn and their intellectual development, the
science curriculum and the instructional strategies should
be designed in accord with the cognitive capabilities of
the students and instructional strategies that will promote
learning and intellectual development. Piaget s theory
5seems to provide the link between cognitive growth and
instruction.
Science curriculum and cognit iv e Development
. Piaget
(1964) asserts that concrete thinkers cannot develop
understanding of abstract subject matter and this assertion
is supported by research findings (Lawson, 1976a; Lawson
and Renner, 1975)* Research on intellectual development of
secondary school students shows that a large portion of
secondary school students are concrete-operational (Friot,
I 97O; Mckinnon, 1976; Karplus and Karplus
,
1970; Karplus et
al., 1975; Lawson and Renner, 1975; Renner and Stafford,
1976 ; Lawson, 1978). And if the Portuguese Secondary
Science Curriculum assumes that most of the students are at
the formal operational stage, then the science curriculum
is beyond the students' level of understanding and,
therefore, inappropriate.
The first question to be addressed will be: Is the
Portuguese Secondary Science Curriculum geared to the
students' level of understanding?
Instructional strategies and cognitiv e dev elopment .
Research findings support Piaget's assertion that
"hands-on" experiences and concrete problems included in
secondary science curricula do help concrete thinkers to
develop formal thinking patterns (Piaget, 1964; Stafford
6and Renner, 19761d ; Priot, 1976; Mckinnon, 1976; Lawson,
1976; Sheehan, 1976). And if the teaching procedures used
by Portuguese teachers in the classrooms are mainly
expository, then teaching strategies should be reevaluated
in order that the intellectual development of the learner
becomes a major objective of science education.
The second question to be addressed is: What are the
teaching approaches mainly used by the Portuguese secondary
science teachers?
Other selected factors influenc ing cognitive development .
According to the Piagetian model the cognitive development
of the child depends mainly upon the changing of his
cognitive structures. This change is processed in terms of
stages, and, as we mentioned previously, depends mainly
upon four factors: maturation, experience, social
transmission and equilibration.
The universalist hypothesis of Piaget's theory has
been supported by the data in terms of its qualitative
aspects (the basic cognitive processes, the structural
properties of the stages and their hierarchical ordering)
.
However, the quantitative aspects of the theory (the rate
at which the children develop from one stage to another)
have not been confirmed by research (Priot, 1970; Mckinnon
and Renner, 1971; Karplus and Karplus , 1970; Karplus et
7al., 1975; Renner and Stafford, 1976). in fact, many
studies show that the majority of adolescents function at
the concrete level while Piaget asserts that subjects are
supposed to attain formal reasoning between 11 and 15 years
of age. The rate of development seems to be strongly
influenced by factors of educational and cultural
transmission. This being said, it is also of great
interest to see to what extent factors such as
socioeconomic status, sex, age, number of siblings, grade,
achievement in science and degree of difficulty of science
as perceived by students, are related to cognitive
development
.
The third question to be addressed is: To what extent
is cognitive development related to socioeconomic status,
sex, number of siblings, grade, achievement in science and
degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students?
Purposes of Study
The purposes of this research are:
1 . To assess the cognitive level of Portuguese junior
high school students (7th, 8th, and 9th grades)
.
2. To find out to what extent socioeconomic status,
sex, number of siblings, grade, achievement in science and
degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students
relate to the students' cognitive level.
83* To find out if the Portuguese secondary science
curriculum matches the students' cognitive level.
4* To find out if the Portuguese science teachers use
instructional strategies according to the students'
cognitive level.
In short, this research will help to assess the
appropriateness of the Portuguese secondary science
curriculum and instructional strategies in terms of the
students' reasoning level and socioeconomic background.
In order to attain the purposes of this research,
several assessment instruments have been adapted and
designed: (a) three paper-and-pencil Piagetian styled
tests to assess students' formal reasoning, (b) one Teacher
Assessment Questionnaire and (c) a standardized survey
interview to assess the teachers' perceptions of the
structure of the Portuguese secondary science curriculum
and the instructional strategies utilized, as well as
provide the teachers with an opportunity to make
suggestions for curriculum and instructional strategies
improvement
.
Significance of the Study
This study can have a direct impact on the Portuguese
secondary science curriculum and instructional strategies
utilized by the teachers. By providing an assessment of
9the cognitive development of Portuguese students, the
curriculum that is the object of instruction and
instructional strategies utilized, teachers and teacher
educators will be able to evaluate the degree of match or
mismatch between them and to make recommendation for
change. Therefore, the results of this study will indicate
possible needs to reevaluate the content of the courses,
the teaching approaches and the overall education
objectives. Also, this study will extend and refine
knowledge on the relationship of developmental psychology
to instruction.
Delimitations of the Study
Certain delimitations exist in this study. They may
be topics for further research.
1 . No attempt was made to study all reasoning
patterns at the formal level. Rather, only two areas of
formal thought, proportional reasoning and control of
variables, which are vitally important in secondary science
instruction, were investigated.
2. No attempt was made to compare the outcomes of the
Portuguese secondary science curriculum to any other type
of curriculum, as there is only one science curriculum
nationwide. Rather, I tried to determine the structure and
10
objectives of the science curriculum as well as the major
teaching procedures used in the classroom.
3* Time, geography and economical constraints did not
permit to extend this study to the entire secondary
population (7th through 12th grade). Rather, selected 7th,
8th and 9th graders were studied many of whom, according to
the Piagetian model, should be reasoning formally.
4* Since the criteria for assessing the Portuguese
Secondary science curriculum is based on the teachers'
reported perceptions of how the curriculum is structured
(formal content or process-structure oriented)
,
the results
given by section I of the Questionnaire may well be biased.
Therefore, the teachers' responses may reflect what they
would like others to believe instead of the actual reality.
5. No attempt was made to describe and evaluate the
two instructional strategies presented in the
Questionnaire: lecture-demonstration and inquiry approach.
Rather, an attempt was made to assess the teachers'
perceptions of their own instructional strategies.
However, if the assumption (Lawson and Renner, 1975;
Lawson, 1978; Lawson and Wollman, 1976; Karplus, 1977) is
accepted that the teachers' approach to teaching should
match the students' cognitive level, then the
appropriateness of the instructional strategies utilized
can be assessed.
Definition of Terms
1
1
Stage
. An individual level of cognitive development
at which an individual displays certain behaviors and
reasoning patterns to solve a problem.
Operation . The mental action of grouping, ordering,
classifying objects or of manipulating concepts or
propositions. A mental operation is reversible as it can
turn in an inverse direction and thus negate its own
activity.
Concrete- operational stage . The stage of development
in which mental operations appear based on concrete
objects. The individual can quantify his thinking and
solve problems mentally although these problems have to be
related to concrete objects or directly observable
properties
.
Formal- operational stage . The stage of development
typically characterized by the use of propositional and
combinatorial reasoning. The individual can formulate
hypotheses and thinking is not dependent upon concrete
objects or directly observable properties. He or she can
separate and control variables in an experiment and is
capable of abstract logical thought.
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Transitional stage
. The stage of cognitive
development at which the individual demonstrates some
formal operation capabilities but is incapable of fully-
functioning at the formal level.
ibration . The active process of forming new
reasoning processes through assimilation and accommodation
of new information which has disturbed the previously
existing structures.
Accommodation . The modification of mental structures
in reaction to external demands.
Assimilation . The process by which the individual
uses his mental structures to incorporate elements of the
external world.
Inquiry approach to teaching and learning . A teaching
method in which the teacher provides the students with
materials and directions for interacting with them before
students verbally experience the concepts and principles
the materials can lead them to learn. The teacher is a
director of learning, intervening to supply materials and
to provide language for the concepts, after the students
have experienced them, and asking thought-provoking
questions. The student is supposed to observe, describe,
compare, classify, infer, predict, experiment, measure,
communicate, analyse and make deductions and inductions
when conducting investigations and solving problems.
13
Lectur e- demonstration approach to teaching and
learning
. Teaching method in which the teacher communicates
orally the knowledge to the students, sometimes
illustrating the concepts presented with a demonstration.
The teacher is a source or dispenser of knowledge. The
students read about or are told about the processes and
products of science. The science program relies completely
upon textbooks and other media.
Process- structure oriented curriculum . A science
program that has the goals of scientific literacy and
cognitive development; stresses the teaching of the
structure of science and the laws of nature. Sequences the
content according to the students’ cognitive stages; and
recommends the inquiry approach to teaching and learning.
Formal- content oriented curriculum . A fact-centered
science program characterized by textbooks and
lecture-demonstration methods.
Outline of the Remainder of the Study
Chapter II gives a review of literature related to the
study. Chapter III presents the methodology, population
description, instrumentation, the procedures for the data
collection and the statistical analysis. Chapter IV
presents the findings of the study. Chapter V presents a
summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations
ufor future research. Following Chapter V are six
appendices presenting the instruments used in this
research
,
the Portuguese language version of the same
instruments and a bibliographical listing of the works
related to the study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Overview
The review of literature is divided into four parts:
(1 ) Piaget's theory of cognitive development; (2)
Instrumentation to assess Piagetian levels of cognitive,
development; (3) The relationship of cognitive
developmental theory to science instruction at the
secondary level; (4) Cognitive development and
socioeconomic status, sex, grade, achievement and degree of
difficulty in science.
In the first part will be considered Piaget's theory
of cognitive development with focus on the distinction
between cognitive development and learning.
In the second part will be discussed the controversy
between clinical interviews and paper-and-pencil tests for
assessing levels of cognitive development.
In the third part several issues will be addressed.
The first is the discrepancy between what the theory says
about the developmental level of the adolescents and what
research shows. The second issue is what science
curriculum can do to improve the students cognitive level.
The third issue is concerned with teaching approaches to
promote the students cognitive level.
15
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In the fourth part will he addressed the correlation
found by research on cognitive development and several
factors such as socioeconomic status, sex, grade,
achievement and the degree of difficulty in science as
perceived by students.
Piaget ' s Theory of Cognitive Development
Kohlberg (1968) reviewed several theories of learning
such as those of Locke, Rousseau, Freud, Dewey, Lorenz,
Gesell, the behaviorists and others and grouped their
theories into three categories according to how the
environment and the organism contribute to cognitive
development. The matur ationist theory emphasizes the
contribution of the organism, the environmentalist theory
interprets human behavior as an extension of the
environment, and the interactionist theory defines a
complex interaction between the organism and the
env ironment
.
Piaget's interactionism differs from all
interact ionist theories in that it has the key concept of
mental structures which the child himself constructs in
interaction with the environment in a continuous way from
birth to adulthood. This construction of mental structures
is the fundamental process in intellectual development and
17
it determines human behavior as well as the knowledge we
have about the physical world and ourselves.
Cognitive dev elopment
. To understand cognitive
development it is important to grasp the fundamental
concept of mental structure. Lawson and Renner (1975)
defined mental structures as "mental blueprints" that guide
the organism's behavior. We do not know their nature and
their existence can only be inferred from observable
behavior. But where do they come from? How are they
constructed? Piaget admits that certain primary structures
are innate and the development of these structures is a
dynamic interaction between the organism and the
environment', which he calls equilibration or
self-regulation. Thus, knowledge is acquired by a process
of construction, rather than absorption and accumulation of
information from the external world.
Pour factors contribute to cognitive development:
self-regulation, which Piaget also calls equilibration
(internal mental process in which new experiences are
combined with existing structures and generate new logical
operations), maturation (central nervous system and the
entire body), experience (physical and logico-mathematical)
and social transmission (acquisition of knowledge through
books, teachers, parents, peers, etc.). Due to the
18
dynamics of these four factors (equilibration, maturation,
experience and social transmission) the cognitive
development of every individual proceeds along an age
continuum. Structure modification gives origin to new
structures and the ability to process information is
enhanced. This modification originates a necessary
sequence of behaviors (stages) that are related to but not
determined by age. Each stage is a period when an
individual displays certain behaviors and reasoning
patterns (logical operations), such as proportional
reasoning and control of variables, to solve a problem.
The transition from one stage to another is gradual rather
than abrupt. It should also be added that the new set of
structures do not appear spontaneously at a particular age
and it is possible, therefore, that individuals of the same
age can function intellectually at different stages of
development. We will review briefly the stages of
development of cognitive structures as outlined by Piaget.
Sensorimotor
,
from birth to about 18 months. This
stage is characterized by the development of sensorimotor
reflexes, eye-hand coordination and awareness of permanent
ob j ects
.
Pr eoperational
,
between 2 and 7 years of age. During
this stage the child develops the beginning of language,
is egocentric, does not demonstrate conservation reasoning
19
and can only center his attention on one variable at a
time. His intuitive thoughts are characterized by rigidity
and irreversibility.
Concrete-operational
. between 7 and 1 1 or 12 years.
During this stage the first mental operations appear based
on concrete objects. The child can now quantify his
thinking and solve problems mentally although these
problems have to be related to objects. He can center his
attention on more than one variable but cannot formulate
hypotheses
.
Formal-operational
,
develops between 11 and 15 years
of age. This stage constitutes the highest level in the
development of mental structures. The child now reasons on
hypotheses and not only on objects. He can control and
separate variables in an experiment. In short, the
individual demonstrates the kind of reasoning that is
needed for scientific thinking and experimentation.
Learning . Piaget distinguishes two forms of learning
(Ginsburg and Opper, 1978). Learning in the narrow sense
which consists of the acquisition overtime of knowledge
restricted to a specific situation. The individual does
not construct new structures and as a result this knowledge
is unstable and cannot be generalized to other situations
with other objects. This knowledge tends to be forgotten
20
over time. The process of equilibration is not included.
The second form of learning, learning in the wider sense,
or genuine learning, results from the equilibration or
self— regulation process and leads to the construction of
new structures of mental operations. The knowledge
acquired through this type of learning is stable, lasting
and it can be generalized to new situations. In order that
this type of learning takes place the individual must have
already attained a level of cognitive structure compatible
with the experience being presented to him. Otherwise, he
will transform the experience into a form which he can
assimilate but with a distortion of reality; or he just
learns a specific response (rote learning) with no
correspondence with any mental structure and, therefore,
unstable, ungeneral izable and probably will disappear soon.
This is the reason why the individual’s learning cannot be
accelerated beyond- his cognitive level (stage). So,
development does not occur as a result of learning in the
narrow sense (rote learning or distortion of reality).
True learning occurs when the individual engages himself in
the dynamic process of assimilation— accommodation (with
equilibration) . And this is the fundamental relation with
pedagogical or didactic applications.
21
Instrumentation to Assess Piagetian Levels of Cognitive
Development
Major research and comprehensive work on adolescent
reasoning was conducted by Inhelder and Piaget (Inhelder
and Piaget, 1958). Reasoning has been investigated by
means of clinical interviews to illustrate the change from
concrete to formal operations. Individually administered
Piagetian tasks, although found to be valid indicators of
cognitive level (Bart, 1971; Lawson and Blake, 1976;
Lawson, Blake and Nordland, 1974; Lawson, Nordland and
Khale, 1975; Lawson and Renner, 1975) require experienced
interviewers and are too time-consuming for the classroom
setting. It is clear that a clinical interview provides
much more depth of information about a single individual
than a written response.
Recently, many researchers, especially science
educators, have made attempts to psychometrize the tasks
described by Inhelder and Piaget in "The Growth of Logical
Thinking" (1958), in order to develop a written task which
could reduce the time required for the administration and
scoring of the traditional Piaget clinical interviews. As
a result, standardized Piagetian-styled instruments have
been used mainly for the following purposes;
22
1 . To determine the effectiveness of Piaget-based
instruction or curriculum.
2. To assess readiness for specific educational
experiences
.
3. To investigate age, sex, social class differences
in cognitive development.
4. To investigate Piaget's theory, specially the
transition from concrete to formal operations.
A literature review showed that paper-pencil tests
have been reported (Barnes, 1977; Bart, 1972; Burney, 1974;
Good, Mellon and Kromhout, 1977; Karplus et al
. ,
1975;
Lawson, 1977; Longeot, 1962; Lunzer, 1965; Raven, 1973;
Renner, 1977; Rowell and Hoffman, 1975; Shayer and Whary,
1975; Sheehan, 1970; Tisher, 1971; Tomlinson-Keasey, 1975;
McGrew, Wonkka and Londin, 1977; Nelson, 1969; Sills, 1977;
Furth, 1970). Most of these tests are based on tasks
described by Inhelder and Piaget (1958), are designed to
measure formal thought and all can be administered in
groups. However, almost all of the authors of these tests
did not pay enough attention to two major problems:
reliability and validity of the tests. To the best of our
knowledge, only six of them (Bart, 1972; Lawson, 1977;
Furth, 1970; Burney, 1974; Karplus et al . , 1975; Shayer and
Whary, 1975), were adequately studied for reliability and
validity. Also, studies of formal reasoning that compared
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interviews with group paper- and- pencil tests found that the
differences were moderate (Karplus et al
. , 1975; Wollman
and Karplus, 1974; Lawson, 1978).
Types of measurement of fo rm al operational reasoning . Thus
far, the primary measures of formal operational reasoning
have been:
1 . Inhelder-Piaget physical tasks .
Situation : Individual interview situation.
Method : Using tasks identified before the interview.
The tasks are presented orally and the individuals operate
upon some materials. Probing questions, countersuggestions
and conflict situations are utilized to reveal the
underlying reasons for an individual's initial statement or
judgement
.
Task types : Verbal responses, construction and other
manipulations, sequential tasks, etc.
Advantages : Wider range of questions, stimulus
materials may be used; avoids writing and reading as an
aspect of what is being assessed. Rapport easily
established, immediate feedback.
Disadvantages : Require an experienced interviewer,
special materials and equipment and are too time consuming
for practical classroom use.
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2 . Paper- and- pencil tests .
Situation : Group-administered
.
Method : A number of items are presented to the
subjects; no feedback or encouragement for the individual.
Task Type : All known types, including completion,
multiple-choice, short answers, etc.
Advantages : Can administer to large numbers
simultaneously; efficiency in scoring; no need for special
equipment
.
Disadvantages : Increase the demand on reading and
writing skills; some students perform badly or have fear of
this kind of test. The individual's first response may not
tap all his intellectual capabilities.
3. Performance tests
Situation : Formal individual test situation.
Method : Using tasks identified before the testing
situation but very closely aproximate naturally occurring
tasks which adolescents face in their everyday lives.
Task t ype : Verbal responses, construction and other
manipulations, etc.
Advantages : The same as the Inhelder-Piaget tasks.
Disadvantages : Consuming of teacher time.
4. Formal observations .
Situation: Daily classroom activity or any other
everyday situation.
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Method : Teacher unobtrusively identifies overt
manipulations of formal operations as they naturally occur
in the everyday lives of the subjects.
t^ypes: School activities or naturally occurring
situations
.
Advantages : A means to assess typical, non-written
performance unobtrusively and in a natural setting.
Disadvantages : Somewhat time-consuming for large
numbers of subjects; lower reliability than other kinds of
assessment procedures.
Properties of measures affecting operational reasoning
performance :
1. Content . In one study (Bart, 1972), three
structurally equivalent test sets (3 paper-pencil, 4 tasks
and 1 vocabulary test) in the content areas of biology,
history ’ and literature were used to assess
hypothetico-deductive reasoning. The results indicated
that test content does affect performance. The
correlations among the tests were .46, .51, and .65 under
the hypothesis of no test content effect. Subjects who had
instruction in the content area of the test tended to
perform better on that test which indicates that
familiarity with the content area contributes to score
performance. This is in agreement with a recent opinion of
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Piaget (1972) who said that subjects may attain formal
reasoning in one area in which they are familiar with and
fail in some other areas.
2. Method. In one study by Bart (1971) two methods
of formal assessment were compared: physical manipulative
tasks and paper— pencil test. Three paper— pencil reasoning
tests, four formal operational tasks and one vocabulary
test were given to ninety subjects and the scores were
factor analysed. Two factors were identified: one for
general ability and other for method used (task or
paper-pencil test) . The study provided some other results
such as: sex differences were observed for the tasks (they
favored males) but not for paper-pencil tests.
5* Formal operational capabilities . As different
formal capabilities are not developed at the same time and
in the same order of acquisition for all people, measures
of formal operational reasoning should consider the same
formal capabilities.
4. Conclusion . The above research studies show that
it is possible to construct assessment instruments to
measure cognitive developemnt and obtain results similar to
the Inhelder-Piaget physical tasks, usually considered as
the criterion measures for formal operations. However,
when assessing an individual's formal operational reasoning
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one should consider the individual's familiarity with the
content area of the test, the methodology used and the
formal capabilities being assessed.
Relationship of Cognitive Development Theory to Science
Instruction at the Secondary Level
One of the first applications of Piaget's theory to
education was the use of his cognitive tasks to determine
some hierarchical order in concepts to be taught to the
children. Many curriculum specialists understood that
students cannot grasp concepts which go beyond their
intellectual capabilities or stages of cognitive
development. As a result, scientific curricula were
created taking into account the cognitive stages of the
learners. However, some educators have become more
concerned with the stages of cognitive development than
with the process of learning. Only recently the teachers
concentrated their attention on the learning process
itself, on how students learn and on the factors
influencing cognitive growth.
Development level ^ adolescents . Research on
cognitive
development has provided science educators with useful
information regarding the wide variety of reasoning
patterns used by students.
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The results of the work of Jean Piaget indicate that
most individuals are formal operational thinkers by 15 or
16 years of age. However, recent research shows that this
is not the case and only a segment of normal adolescents
and adults reach full development of the formal stage
(Nordland, Lawson, and Khale, 1974; Renner and Stafford,
1972; Lawson, 1974; Mckinnon and Renner, 1971; Lawson and
Renner 1974).
Parrel (1969) and Higgens-Tr enk and Gaite (1971)
indicated that individuals capable of operating at the
formal reasoning level frequently operate at the concrete
level. Parrel (i960) also indicated that the formal
operational child may revert to earlier modes of thinking
even though he has the capability to reason formally.
Piaget himself (1972) recognized that the development
of formal reasoning is not the same in all cases and does
not appear at the same time in all individuals. Instead he
suggested that "all normal subjects attain the stage of
formal operations (formal reasoning) if not between 11-12
to 14-15 in any case between 15 and 20 years. However,
they reach the stage in different areas according to their
aptitudes and their professional specializations: the way
in which these formal structures are used, however, is not
necessarily the same in all cases" (Piaget, 1972, p.9).
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On the basis of these research findings we can say
that most junior high school students (77 to 845^), high
school (22 to 86^) and college students (0 to 52?^) are
concrete operational (Chiappetta, 1976).
These studies give a rough picture of the intellectual
development of secondary school students and show the
importance of identifying the students' reasoning patterns
in order that the teachers help students to develop their
cognitive level of understanding.
Science curriculum and cognitive development . Merrill
(1977) described the stages in the evolution of science
programs over the past 50 years. Stage I was characterized
by the use of the textbook, exams and the memorization of
scientific facts, and teacher lecture-demonstration
methods. Sputnik initiated stage II and over the past 20
years many new elementary and secondary programs have -come
out. Some programs have been only updated by the addition
of certain modern subjects, such as space travel, computer
technology and enviromental science. But other programs
have adopted new instructional strategies based on research
on learning performed by Piaget and his collaborators in
Geneva.
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Three programs changed science teaching on the
elementary level; "Elementary Science Study" (ESS) with
emphasis on natural phenomena, "Science - A Process
Approach" (SAPA) with emphasis on the processes of science
and "Science Curriculum Improvement Study" (SCIS) with
emphasis on the conceptual structure of science. They all
stress the manipulation of concrete materials, the inquiry
method and/or the discovery approach. More examples of
programs at all levels based on the Piaget concepts can be
quoted: the British "Science 5-13" (primary level), the
Australian "ASEP" (early secondary school), "ADAPT" at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, and "DOORS" at Illinois
Central College (two multidisciplinary programs for college
freshmen) (Appel, 1977).
It seems that we are now entering a new stage in the
evolution of science programs - stage III. Although the
inquiry approach for teaching and learning is still widely
advocated, the current trends indicate that the new science
curricula designed for use by elementary and secondary
school students will be individualized in terms of
instruction and interdisciplinary in terms of content. The
model for a science curriculum of the third stage will
consider scientific literacy and cognitive development as
the main goals; the content will be determined by the focus
on the process— st rue tur e of the discipline and the sequence
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determined by Piaget’s stages of cognitive development.
Finally, the individualization of instruction and the
provigion for social interaction seem to be the most
appropriate instructional strategies to attain scientific
literacy and cognitive development. Appel (1977) describes
an individualized science program for the primary and
middle years which contains the above characteristics. The
PASE (Personalized Approach to Science Education) program
integrates Biology and Physical Sciences whose concepts can
be taught hierarchically or independently.
Several research studies suggest that science
curricula should emphasize "hands-on" concrete and
self-pacing instruction (Levine and Linn, 1977; Lawson and
Renner, 1975b; Lawson and al
. ,
1976; Karplus and al., 1976;
Karplus, 1977). The reality, however, is that many
secondary science curricula are formal in nature and have
been taught in lecture format.
Instructional strategies and cognitive development . To
develop any science program one must focus on three
components: the goals of the program, the science content
(what to teach) and the instructional strategies consistent
with the goals and with the content to be learned (how to
teach)
.
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Lslj us 8.SSUI116 1^118.1; W6 ars "to devslop a scianca
curriculum. Wa defina tha goals of tha scianca curriculum
as baing tha students' scientific literacy and cognitive
development; the content puts emphasis on both the process
and structure of the discipline. Now, what would be the
most appropriate instructional strategies for the goals and
content described?
To address the specific problem of developing
instructional strategies I will review what research says
about two methods of instruction: lecture-demonstration
and the inquiry method based on pedagogical principles
derived from Piaget's learning theory.
According to current educational practices we can say
that most of college teachers almost exclusively lecture in
their classrooms. As secondary teachers tend to imitate
their college professors, the result is that most teachers
lecture most of the time (Travers, 1973 )* The accumulated
information has become their goal' and intellectual activity
in the Piagetian sense is restricted to a minimum, if any.
Novaic (1 977 ) says that many secondary teachers believe that
the only way of teaching is by lecturing. Although he does
not preclude lecture as an effective mode of teaching, he
points out that the lecture must be suitably paced and the
learners must have a framework of concepts relevant to the
lecture material to be taught. Lectures, according to
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Ausubel (Novak, 1977) can be useful and effective in some
circumstances; to transmit personal insights into the
methods of work in a discipline, especially in the area of
affective domain; and to present concepts that are not
easily presented otherwise. Novak illustrates the weakness
and inneff ic iency of lectures as instructional strategies:
"...when relatively complete, conceptually focused study
guides are prepared, lecture attendance tends to drop off
(unless attendance is required)" (Novak, 1977).
It seems that lecture as a teaching approach is
neither consistent with the inquiry aspects of science nor
with the structure of scientific knowledge. It does not
account either for the nature of the learner (cognitive
style and intellectual potentials) or the nature of the
learning (processes and purposes) and, therefore, it will
not develop the learner's ability to think.
Piaget gives priority to intellectual activity based
on experiences rather than on language: "...the child can
receive valuable information via language or via education
direct by an adult only if he is in a stage where he can
understand this information. That is, to receive the
information he must have a structure which enables him to
assimilate this information" (Piaget, quoted by Sigel,
1969).
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The interactionist and constructivist model of
learning of Piaget puts emphasis on the concept of
cognitive structure, which the child himself constructs in
interaction with the environment. This theory is the basis
for the inquiry method of teaching science which is
consistent with the goals of science instruction (mainly
the development of the ability to think), the structure of
scientific knowledge, the nature of the learner and the
process of learning.
An example of the inquiry approach is the
instructional technique developed by Atkin and Karplus
(1962) and refined by Karplus and others of the Science
Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS, 1974; Karplus, 1977).
This methodology, known as the learning cycle, puts
emphasis on extensive exploration and active invention and
discovery. It is in fact deeply rooted in Piaget's
interactionism and constructivism. It consists of three
instructional phases: exploration, concept introduction
and concept application. The first phase, exploration,
leads the students to acquire experience with the
environment. He interacts with objects and the environment
with minimal guidance. As a result, the learner will
encounter new information which will raise questions. This
means that he does not have available mental structures to
assimilate the new information. Cognitive conflict occurs.
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that is, mental disequilibrium is produced. Then, at the
appropriate time determined by the teacher, he will
introduce a new concept which means in Piagetian terms, the
teacher will introduce a new structure to the learner in
order to help him to cope with his mental disequilibrium
and hopefully to promote a new state of equilibrium or
understanding. The introduction of the new concept
(definition or principle related to exploration activities)
may also be introduced by a textbook, a film or another
medium. Although this phase helps self-regulation,
disequilibrium may still persist and further experiences
may be needed. The third and last phase of the learning
cycle (concept application) is supposed to extend the range
of applicability of the new concept to new situations and
will reinforce, refine and enlarge the concept introduced.
The learning cycle, therefore, provides the important
factors for the construction of knowledge: experience
(exploration), social transmission (concept introduction)
and additional time and experiences for self-regulation
(concept application).
The role of the teacher in an inquiry-centered
classroom is not mainly of transmitting processes and
products of the scientific enterprise, discussing with the
students some scientific topic or performing demonstrations
to the students. Rather, he should establish and maintain
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an environment in which learners can inquire, provide
topics and materials to explore; ask thought-provoking
questions; resist telling the students the answers and
supply them with clues instead.
Two methods of instruction, lecture-demonstration and
the inquiry approach, were compared in the following four
studies. In each study is reported a comparison between
students involved in an inquiry science program and
students enrolled in a traditional lecture-demonstration
type science course. They all provide evidence to support
the conclusion that the inquiry method to teaching is more
effective for improving the students' cognitive development
than the traditional lecture-demonstration approach.
Stafford and Renner (1976) investigated how the first
grade program of the Science Curriculum Improvement Study
(SCIS) - an inquiry science program - accelerated the
attainment of conservation reasoning compared with a
traditional science program. Two groups of sixty first
grade children were selected from elementary schools. The
experimental sample was taken from three schools using the
SCIS first-grade curriculum; the control group was taken
from two schools providing a traditional science program.
Both the experimental group (SCIS program) and the control
group (traditional program) were pretested and postested at
the beginning and at the end of the fall semester with
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conservation tasks in number, liquid amount, solid amount,
weight, length and area. At the end of the study, the
experimental group outscored the control group on every
conservation task except area. The authors drew the
conclusion that the experiences provided by the SCIS first
grade program significantly enhanced the child's attainment
of the ability to conserve and provided a richer
experiential educational environment than did the
traditional program. The experimental group showed a gain
of about 52 ^ in comparison with the control group.
Priot (1976) evaluated student movement from concrete
into formal thought of 210 eighth and nineth grade
students. Seven classes were involved; five experimental
groups were taught using three inquiry programs (TSM
Time, Space and Matter; IPS - Introductory Physical
Science; and ESCP - Earth Science Curriculum Project). Two
classes (control groups) were taught with the traditional
method (mainly reading from a textbook) . The students were
interviewed twice, in September and in April, with six
Piagetian tasks. Most of the gain in formal thought was
produced by the TSM and IPS courses, which emphasized a
"hands-on" approach. This study indicated that the inquiry
approach is better than the lecture-demonstration approach
in that it is more effective in moving learners from
concrete to formal thinking.
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McKinnon (1976) using five Piagetian tasks at the
of the semester tested 1 43 freshmen college
students, 50^ enrolled in an experimental course and the
other 50^ enrolled in usual freshmen courses. The
experimental course was inquiry oriented. At the end of
the semester the students of both the experimental and
control groups were again administered the same tasks. The
comparison of the pretest and posttest results of both
groups showed that the group exposed to the inquiry course
moved 50^ more students into the formal stage of thought
than the group exposed to the lecture method. This study
also showed that a high percentage of college freshmen
still operate at the concrete operational level, but
through inquiry centered courses it is possible to enhance
their logical thinking.
Marek and Renner (1979) hypothesized positive
relationships between inquiry teaching methods and the
three variables of IQ, intellectual development and
students' achievement. The inquiry teaching method
consisted mainly in providing students with materials and
directions for interacting with them before students had
verbally experienced the concepts the materials could lead
them to learn. Teacher intervention was limited to
supplying materials and introducing the concepts but only
after the students had experienced them. The study showed
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that tenth grade learners enrolled in a first year biology
course who were involved in an inquiry type program/
demonstrated greater gains in intellecutal development,
content achievement, inquiry skills and scores on IQ tests,
than the control group who was taught a traditional
lecture-demonstration course.
The four studies just described demonstrate that
actual involvement of the student improves his cognitive
development and that we can design more effective
instructional strategies and curricula for that purpose.
In other words, the inquiry method seems to be more
effective than the traditional lecture demonstration
approach
.
Another aspect of the dichotomy inquiry-lecture is the
question of which of the two approaches is preferred by the
students. A recent study conducted in Portugal among 150
secondary students showed that 91 students preferred the
inquiry approach over the lecture-demonstration approach
(Ramiro Marques, 1980).
Cognitive development and socioeconomic status
,
sex
,
grade
,
achievement and degree of d ifficul ty in sc ience . It is
widely accepted today that one of the primary aims of
science education is the promotion of cognitive
development. We have seen how important are the curricula.
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the teaching strategies, and, mainly, the teacher, to the
attainment of such a goal. However there are other factors
affecting the cognitive development such as the
socioeconomic status, whose effects on cognitive
development have been analysed in cross-cultural studies
(Karplus et al
. ,
1975).
Research findings show that low-income family students
demonstrate lower level of performance than their
middle-class peers. Also, this effect increases with age
(Gaudia, 1972; Nordland, Lawson and Khale, 1974; Karplus et
al., 1975). The negative effect of socioeconomic status on
cognitive development cannot be resolved, obviously, only
by means of curricula, teaching strategies and teachers.
It is more a social and political issue than an educational
one. However, something can be done, at least in regard to
science instruction to attenuate the negative effect of the
socioeconomic variable. Successful attempts to increase
the level of performance of logical thinking by means of
developmental curricula and appropriate classroom
instruction, including cognitive conflict have been
reported by Linn and Thiers (1975), Case and Pry (1973) and
Howe and Mierzwa (1977).
Research on the students' level of performance on
Piagetian tasks (Renner and Stafford, 1976) and on
paper-and- pencil tests (Karplus et al . , 1975) indicates
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that boys tend to perform better than girls. However, it
is still uncertain the role sex plays in reasoning ability.
Data shows that cognitive development does not follow
a linear pattern with grade (Renner and Stafford, 1976).
This lack of linearity may well be the result of the
curriculum or just a function of the students age.
Evidence has been found (Birnie, 1978) to support previous
findings (Chiapetta, 1976) that scores on Piagetian tasks
are significantly correlated to science achievement and
degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students.
However, these correlations vary with the subject matter
which indicates that many students, although formal
operational, cannot master science content. The cause may
well be the structure of the science curriculum or the
teachers approach to the teaching of science.
Summary
This review of literature provides support to the
goals of the study and gives justification to the questions
addressed
.
First, the research on instrumentation to assess
Piagetian levels of cognitive development of groups shows
that it is possible to construct group administered
assessment instruments to measure cognitive development and
obtain results similar to the Piagetian clinical
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in'tsrvisws. This jus'tifiss "th© us© of p8.p©r— and— p©ncil
t©sts and oth©r Piag©tian styl©d tasks us©d in this study.
S©cond, th© r©s©arch on th© r©lationship of cognitiv©
d©v©lopm©nt th©ory to sci©nc© instruction at th© s©condary
l©v©l shows that cognitiv© d©v©lopm©nt is consid©r©d an
important factor in th© stud©nts l©arning of sci©nc© and
th© inf©r©nc© has also b©©n drawn that th© stud©nts'
cognitiv© d©v©lopm©nt should b© consid©r©d in th© s©l©ction
of content, textbooks and instructional strategies. This
justifies our goal of finding out if th© Portuguese
secondary science curriculum matches th© students’
cognitiv© level.
Third, studies on correlations between cognitive
development and variable^ such as socioeconomic status,
sex, grade, achievement and degree of difficulty in
science, have shown that low income family students
demonstrate lower level of performance, males usually
perform better than females and achievement in science and
the perception of science as easy are positively correlated
with Piagetian levels of cognitive development. Although
research fails to explain the causal relationship between
these variables and cognitive development, I believe that
is valid to pursue these studies in a developing country
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where there still exists a socioeconomic and cultural
stratified population, hoping that curriculum developers,
teachers and legislators will have a better understanding
of the problems to use in decision-making.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter describes the procedures involved in
developing the study. It includes the processes employed
in the recruitment of the subjects; the selection and
revision of the assessment instruments; a description of
the design adopted to investigate relationships between
middle/ junior high school students and a group of selected
variables (sex, grade, socioeconomic status, achievement
and degree of difficulty in science); the project schedule
and the procedures used for the collection of data.
Finally, a description of the scoring procedures followed
to classify the subjects as well as the type of statistics
used for the treatment of data.
Sample
Data was collected in three districts in Portugal:
Lisboa, Porto and Beja. Nine schools were classified and
selected according to the socioeconomic level of the
neighborhood served by the schools (based on parental
occupation, education and/or quality of housing). In each
school three classes were randomly selected (7th, 8th and
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9th grades)
. The total number of schools was nine (27
classes) and a total of 688 students were involved in this
study, 350 boys and 338 girls.
A total of 100 science teachers were asked to respond
to the Teacher Assessment Questionnaire which only 37
teachers actually returned. This low return for the
questionnaires was probably due to the author's short stay
in Portugal at a time when both teachers and students were
getting ready for the final exams. The primary teaching
areas of the teachers were; ^ Physics or chemistry (18),
general sciences (8), biology (9) and math (2). Most of
the teachers were aged 38 and over (21) and 16 of them had
ages between 20 and 37* There were 16 male and 21 females.
Most of the teachers had a master's degree in science (32),
2 had a bachelor's degree and 3 had not yet completed it.
There were 28 teachers with internship and 9 without it.
More than 60^ of the teachers (23) had more than 10 years
of teaching experience, 11 had between 4 and 9 years of
teaching experience and only 3 had less than 3 years of
teaching experience. More than 70^ of the teachers (26)
stated that they have a limited knowledge of educational
psychology, 9 affirmed to have, no knowledge about it and
only two said to have a reasonable knowledge about
educational psychology.
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A group of 20 people, selected among principals,
supervisors and teachers, were interviewed and asked to
appraise their schools in terms of the curricula and the
teaching strategies used by science teachers.
Instrumentation
This section describes the instruments selected to
measure the variables under consideration in this study. I
assume that these ' instruments are not perfectly reliable or
perfectly valid, as no single instrument is perfectly valid
and reliable. However, I took some precautions to raise
the validity and reliability of each instrument. With this
concern in mind, I decided to use three different tests to
assess the same dependent variable: the students’
cognitive level. The three tests selected differ in the
characteristics they reflect which are irrelevant to the
target concept. Although the tests assess different
aspects of formal reasoning (Proportional reasoning,
control of variables and logical reasoning) , all together
they provide an indication of the students’ cognitive
level, while they insure, at the same time, the reliability
of the tests.
, To assess the teachers’ perceptions about the nature
of the science curriculum and their instructional
strategies two of the most common techniques for collecting
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data were used: questionnaires and interviews. As for the
tests, the reason to select two instruments to assess the
same variables is to maximize the reliability of the
measurements
.
Proportional Reasoning Te st . One paper-and— pencil
Piagetian styled test with one task (proportional
reasoning) was used to assess the students' formal
reasoning. This test is based on the work of Inhelder and
Piaget (1958) and it was also used in a cross-cultural
study in seven countries by Karplus et al
.
(1975). The
test was administered during a 20-minute period by the
author of this study. The students' cognitive levels were
classified in four categories for the proportional
reasoning task: I (Intuitive): haphazard, illogical or
incomplete explanation; A (Additive): focus on a single
difference: Tr (Transitional): partial or incomplete use of
proportions; R (Ratio): complete and correct use of
proportions. The test is described in greater detail in
Appendix 2.
Control of Variables Test . One Piagetian styled test
(Pendulum) was used to assess the students' formal
reasoning (control of variables). This test was developed
by the science team of the Concepts in Secondary Maths and
Science Project of Chelsea College, University of London
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(1973 78). The test was administered during a 45-minute
period by the investigator. The students' cognitive levels
were classified in Piagetian substages: 2B- (early
concrete); 2B (concrete); 2B/3A (Transitional); 3A (early
formal); and 3B (late formal). The test investigates the
students' ability to sort out the the effects of three
variables (length, weight and push) of a pendulum to
determine the period of oscillation. It is also based on
the work of Inhelder and Piaget (1958). The test is
described in greater detail in Appendix 3*
Logical Reasoning Test . One strictly paper-and-pencil test
to assess the students' logical reasoning (syllogisms,
verbal analogies, questions involving combinatorial and
probabilistic reasoning, and questions similar to Piagetian
tasks) was also used (Burney, 1974). The test was
administered during a 45-niinute period by the investigator.
The students were classified in three Piagetian stages:
formal (15-21 points); transitional (10-14 points) and
concrete or below (0-9 points) . Each correct answer
counted one point. The test has 21 items and is described
in Appendix 4.
Interview. A standardized survey interview assessed the
teachers' perceptions of the instructional strategies and
the curriculum. This interview was conducted by the
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investigator and it was responded to by selected teachers,
supervisors and principals. The interview has 15 (questions
which the respondents answered in two ways; first the
respondents answered the questions in terms of an ideal
science curriculum, then they answered the same questions
in terms of the appropriateness of the Portuguese secondary
science curriculum to achieve the ideal goals defined with
the 15 questions. The interview is described with great
detail in Appendix 5*
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire . A teacher Assessment
Questionnaire was used to collect data on the Portuguese
secondary science curriculum and the teaching strategies
used in the classroom. This questionnaire was developed by
the investigator and has four sections. The first section
consists of 17 items (Likert type scale) and is designed to
provide data on the structure of the secondary science
curriculum. The items describe both the goals and the
content of two curriculum approaches:
formal-content-oriented (items 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15, 14,
16) and process-structur ed-oriented (items 1, 2, 4, 9, 10,
12, 15, 17)* The second section has 16 questions. Each
question describes a specific and overt behavior used by
the teacher in the classroom, either lecture-demonstration
approach or inquiry approach (Karplus, 1974). The third
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section consists of 4 open-ended questions to provide the
teachers with an opportunity to make suggestions for
curriculum and instructional strategies improvement. The
fourth section is on teacher background information. A
complete description of the questionnaire is given in
Appendix 1
.
Revision and Pretest of the Instruments .
All the instruments were submitted to a group of five
faculty: four members of the author's dissertation
committee and an outside member. Based on their
suggestions the instruments were revised. Then, all the
instruments were pretested to find out whether changes were
necessary before the start of the full-scale study. For
the Teacher Assessment Questionnaire and Interview the
pretest consisted of personal interviews with five teachers
who were believed to be similar in characteristics to those
who were contacted later. As a rfesult some minor
alterations of the phrasing and sequence of questions were
necessary.
The pilot administration of the tests to 65 students
(7th, 8th and 9th grades) showed that the 7th and 8th
graders required more than two hours (maximum time alloted
for each classroom) to perform the three classroom tests.
For this reason I decided to administer to the 7th and 8th
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graders only two tests: proportional reasoning and control
of variables. Thus, only the 9th graders did the three
tests, including the logical reasoning test. This way, the
logical reasoning test was used also to determine the
reliability of the other two tests.
Valid ity and reliability of the instruments :
1 . Proportional Reasoning Test . Validity and
reliability for this test were determined by the authors
(Karplus et al
. ,
1 975 ) • Kendall's "tau" rank order
correlation coefficient of the two items of the test is
0.48, which indicates an adequate reliability for a test of
only two items and the fact that the questions have only
four response categories.
2. Control of Variables . Validity of this test was
investigated by determining the group-test/Piagetian
interview correlation (0.711)* Reliability was estimated
both by internal-consistency analysis of the main sample
results (KR20 coeff ic ient=0 . 833 ) and determination of the
test-retest correlation (0.787), (Michael Shayer, 1979)*
3. Logical Reasoning Test . Validity and Reliability
for this test were determined by administering both the
test and Piagetian type tasks to 78 ninth, eleventh and
thirteenth graders. Concurrent validity was given by a
Pearson r correlation coefficient of 0.853* Using the
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Kuder-Richardson formula (KR20), a reliability coefficient
of 0.825 was obtained (Burney, 1974).
4.
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire and Interview .
The validity of the questionnaire and the interview may be
judged by several types of evidence. The investigator
submitted these two instruments to a group of five people;
four members of the investigator's dissertation committee,
experts in science education, and one expert in educational
assessment measures. Based on the experts' opinions the
instruments were revised and pretested. Finally, the
investigator concluded that:
1. The questions content is specifically general and
free from spurious concreteness and specificity.
2. The questions are perfectly clear and unambiguous.
3. The questions get at the teachers' perceptions of
the curriculum and their instructional strategies.
4. The questions have extractive power.
5. The number of respondents to the questionnaire
and the interview are large enough.
6. The interviews and the investigator's analysis of
the Portuguese secondary science curriculum
guidelines constitute an external criterion to
validate the questionnaire.
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7. The questions are acceptable and intelligible from
the teachers' point of view.
8. The questionnaire and the interview show relative
effectiveness
.
Design
A non-experimental survey type design was adopted to
investigate relationships between cognitive development of
junior high school students and a group of selected
variables (region, age, sex, grade, socioeconomic status,
number of siblings, achievement and degree of difficulty in
science). The dependent variable, cognitive level, was
established by administering a variety of Piagetian tasks
representative of the proportional, control of variables
and other logical reasonings. The independent variables,
all the selected variables described, were established by
using the students' responses on the tests. The
intervening variables, which are theoretically related to
both independent and dependent variables, are the teachers'
instructional strategies and the curriculum. It is assumed
that the inquiry method for teaching and learning has
advantages over the lecture— demonstration method, at least
at the junior high school level. With this assumption and
the relationships between the cognitive level of the
students and the group of selected variables described, I
I
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able to draw conclusions about the appropriateness
of the Portuguese junior high school science curriculum and
the teachers' instructional strategies.
Proj ect Schedule
June 1979: during this month we prepared and pilot
tested the research instruments (the classroom tests, the
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire and the interview
protocol) in schools in Portugal.
June-September 1979: the tests were administered to
the students in all selected schools in Portugal. At the
same time, the teachers questionnaires were distributed to
the teachers. The administration of the tests and the
interviews with the teachers were conducted personally by
the author of this study.
September-December 1 979: to obtain consistent data
free from errors introduced in the interviews, classroom
tests and questionnaires, the data was examined for
completeness and comprehensibility.
January-May 1980: treatment of the data,
interpretation of the results, and writing the final
report
.
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Data Collection
To reach the first research goal (assess students'
cognitive level) three Piagetian styled tests were used.
The first test assessed the students' proportional
reasoning abilities; the second test assessed the students'
control of variables abilities and the third one assessed
the students' logical reasoning abilities.
To reach the second research goal and determine the
interrelations of the students' reasoning abilities with
their socioeconomic status, sex, number of siblings, grade,
achievement in science and degree of difficulty of science
as perceived by the students, data was collected in two
ways. The population groups were classified according to
the socioeconomic level of the neighborhood served by the
school (based roughly from parental occupation, education
and/or quality of housing), as upper-middle class, middle
class and urban low income. The characteristics of all
other variables (sex, number of siblings, grade,
achievement in science and difficulty of science) were
assessed by asking the students to fill in that
information on the top of each answer sheet. The
achievement in science was assessed hy collecting the
students' grade point average in science and math during
the current academic year and the previous year. The
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degree of difficulty as perceived by the students was
assessed by collecting the students' perceptions given by a
Likert type scale (Very Easy, Easy, Not Easy nor Hard,
Hard
,
Very Hard)
.
To reach the third research goal, that is, to find out
if the science curriculum matches the students' cognitive
level, I used section I of the Teacher Assessment
Questionnaire (Secondary Science Curriculum Evaluation),
interviews with the teachers and the analysis of the
national guidelines for the curriculum. This data provides
information on the structure of the Portuguese secondary
science curriculum in order to find out if both content and
objectives are suitable for the students' reasoning
patterns identified by the classroom tests administered to
the students.
To reach the fourth research goal, that is, to find
out if teachers teach according to students' cognitive
level, I interviewed science teachers and I analyzed their
answers to the second section of the Teacher Assessment
Questionnaire and I also analyzed the national
recommendations for the instructional strategies. This
section of the questionnaire provides evidence as to
whether or not the secondary science teachers are more
lecture or inquiry oriented.
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Scoring
This section has four subsections which describe the
scoring procedures followed to assign the subjects* answers
into categories. The general testing procedures and the
specific testing procedures for each instrument can be
found in greater detail in the appendices. The first
subsection describes the scoring procedures for the three
tests used to assess the students' cognitive level
(Proportional Reasoning, Control of Variables and Logical
Reasoning) . The second subsection describes the way-
students are assigned to each category regarding
socioeconomic status, sex, grade, achievement and degree of
difficulty in science as perceived by students. The third
subsection explains how the teachers' perceptions of their
own instructional strategies are classified using the
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire (section II) and the
interview. The fourth subsection explains how the
teachers' perceptions of the structure of the science
curriculum are classified using the teacher Assessment
Questionnaire (section I) and the interview.
Students ' Cognitive Level . The students' cognitive level
was assessed by three tests;
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Proportional Re asoni ng test . The responses provided
by the students on the answer page are assigned to the
following categories:
1. Category I (intuitive). The explanation does not
make use of all the data, or uses the data in a haphazard
and illogical way.
2. Category A (Additive). The explanation focuses on
a single difference (tall-short or paper-clips-buttons)
uncoordinated with the other differences and solves the
problem by addition.
3* Category Tr (Transitional) . The explanation shows
only partial proportional reasoning, or makes reference to
concrete comparisons or iterations.
4* Category R (Ratio) . The explanation uses a
proportion or derives the exact scale ratio from Mr.
Tall/Mr. Short dimensions or button/ paper-clip
relationship. No concrete or iterative procedures
employed
.
Control of Variables . The students' responses are
assigned to the following categories (see Appendix 3 for a
complete description of the test):
1. Category 2B (Early Concrete). Two or less items
right, without A. 4a.
2. Category 2B (Concrete). B5 Length (2B) right; ^
one 3A or 3B item right plus A. 4a.
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3. Category 2B/3A (Transitional). Two 3A or 3B items
right plus B5 Length (2B); or
,
three 3A or 3B items right;
££ , four or more 3A or 3B items right, but without two
effects
.
4. Category 3A (Early Formal)
. Pour or more 3A or 3B
items right, with two effects right.
5. Category 3B (Late Formal)
. Three or more 3A or 3B
items right.
Logical Reasoning . The responses were classified
according to the answer key as follows (see Appendix 4):
1. Concrete or below. 0-9 items right.
2. Transitional. 10-14 items right.
3. Formal. 15-21 items right.
Socioeconomic Status
,
Sex
,
Grade
,
Achievement in Sc ience
and Degree of Difficulty in Science as perceived by the
students . The students are assigned to three categories
according to parental occupation, education and/or quality
of housing: upper middle class, middle class and low
income.
Achievement in science is classified according to an
increasing scale from 0 to 5» based on the grade point
average of two academic years (1977/78 and 1978/79)*
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The degree of difficulty as perceived by students is
classified according to a Likert type scale (Very Easy, Not
Easy nor Hard, Hard, Very Hard).
Junior High School Science Curriculum . The teachers'
perceptions of the structure of the science curriculum are
classified as "formal-content-oriented" or
"process-structured-or iented" by two instruments:
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire . All 17 items of the
Likert type scale are rated: "Strongly Agree" (SA),
"Agree" (A), "Neutral" (N), "Disagree" (D), : Strongly
Disagree" (SD). Items 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16,
describing both the goals and the content of a
formal-content-oriented curriculum, are classified
numerically as: SA=0; A=1 ; N=2; D=3; SD=4. Items 1, 2, 4,
9, 10, 12, 15, 17, describing both the goals and content of
a pr ocess-structur ed— or iented curriculum are classified
numerically as: SA=4; A=3; N=2; D=1 ; SD=0. Adding up the
total of scores of each column we obtain the total score of
each individual. The total score defines the teacher s
perception of the curriculum according to a numerical scale
with values between 0-34 (Formal) and 35 - 68 (Process).
Interview . Statements 1 to 9 of the interview are
rated by the teachers according to two scales. First, in
terms of how the curriculum should be: 1 - Very Important;
j
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2 - Fairly Important; 3 - Not too Important; 4 - Not
important at all. Second, how the curriculum actually is:
1 — Very Inappropriate; 2 - Inappropriate; 3 - Appropriate;
4 - Very Appropriate. The answers indicate the discrepancy
between the teachers' perceptions of what should be the
ideal curriculum and the one they really follow.
Teachers ' Instructional Strategies . The teachers'
perceptions of their own instructional strategies are
classified as "inquiry approach" or "lecture-demonstration"
by two instruments:
Teacher Assessment Questionnaire ( Section II ) . Each
response to the items of section II of the questionnaire is
classified according to six pairs of categories
representing opposite approaches to teaching (see Answer
Key and Profile in Appendix 1 ) . The pattern of the profile
provides information concerning teachers' expectations or
goals
.
Interview. The statements 10 to 15 of the interview
( inquiry teaching goals) are rated twice by the teachers
according to two scales. First, in terms of how the
teachers should teach: 1 - Very Important; 2 - Fairly
Important; 3 - Not too Important; 4 - Not important at all.
Second, how the teachers are actually teaching: 1 - Very
Innapr opr iate ; 2 — Inappropriate; 3 “ Appropriate; 4 - Very
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Appropriate. These answers indicate the discrepancy
between the teachers’ expectations and practices of the
inquiry approach.
Analysis of Data
This study's data were analysed in the computer of the
Univeristy of Massachusetts at Amherst, a CDC 6600
(CYBER-18 system). The program used was designed by the
author of this study and is based upon the computing
package SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)
(Nie et al.
,
1 975 )
.
In order to summarize the data obtained, descriptive
statistics were used (measures of central tendency,
variability and relationship). Frequency distributions of
all variables provide a basic description of the
characteristics of the independent and dependent variables
under investigation. Crosstabulation and breakdown
procedures were used to investigate sets of relationships
between the dependent variable (students’ scores on the
tests) and the independent variables (region, age, grade,
socioeconomic status, achievement and degree of difficulty
in science, number of siblings).
Inferential statistics were used to assess the
validity of relationships in the obtained data. The
statistical significance and the measure of association of
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the relationship between the variables were assessed by
several statistics such as chi-square and Kendall’s tau B
and C. One-way analysis of variance was also used to
assess the effects of the independent variables (region,
age, socioeconomic status and sex) upon the dependent
variables (students' performance on the tests) and test the
significance of the means of the subsamples in which the
sample data were broken down.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The results of this study are presented in four
sections. In each section is given a detailed presentation
of the data, a statistical analysis, and a discussion of
the results
.
Cognitive Level of Portuguese Junior High School Students
Introduction . The first purpose of this study was to
assess the cognitive level of Portuguese junior high school
students (7th, 8th and 9th grades). The students'
cognitive level was assessed by three tests. The first
test assessed the students' proportional reasoning
abilities; the second test assessed the students' control
of variables abilities and the third one assessed the
students' logical reasoning abilities in general.
All the 688 students (350 boys and 338 girls) were
tested by the author of this study and had the same amount
.of time to do the tests (2 hours). They all received the
same instructions before starting the tests. Thus, they
worked independently and there were very few questions
asked except for occasional help with the testing
procedure
.
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Suits Analysis
. On the Proportional Reasoning Test
the students used a great diversity of methods to answer
the two questions in the test. Table 1 shows the
correlation of scores on the two parts of the test. Each
entry is the percentage of students who responded to "Mr.
Tall" and the "car" questions with reasoning patterns
identified at the beginning of the row and at the head of
the column. For example, on the intersection of the R row
with the Tr column is found the number 10.7. This number
means that 10.7 percent of the students answered the "Mr.
Tall" question by fully using proportional reasoning while
they used partial proportional reasoning to the "car"
question. Pour of the six substantial entries in Table 1
are along the diagonal which means that a total of 68.4^ of
the students used the same type of reasoning pattern to
answer to both questions, 13*4^ intuitive, 21.6^ additive,
transitional and 29*0^ Ratio. The two entries A-I
(10.15^) and R-Tr (10.7^) indicate that about 20^ of the
students answering in categories A or R for "Mr. Tall"
found that the "car" question was more difficult and they
fell to the next lower categories, I and R, respectively.
The remaining ten entries are much smaller and represent
only about 10?^ of the students. This seems to indicate
that the reasoning patterns I and A do not involve
proportional reasoning while the reasoning patterns Tr and
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TABLE 1
Correlation of Scores on the Two Questions of the
Proportional Reasoning Test (Percent)
(N=597)
Score on
I
" car"
A
que stion
Tr R
I 13.4 0.7 0.0 0.3
Score on
"Mr. Tall" A 10.1 21 .6 2.3 1 .3
question
Tr 1_-7 1 .2 4.4 0.8
R 1.0 1.5 10.7 29.0
Note. Scores are: I=Intuitive, A=Additive,
Tr=Transit ional
,
R=Ratio.
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R do. In order to simplify the data, a composite score was
created by utilizing the scores in Table 1. Al'l the scores
along the diagonal were also used as composite scores. The
remaining scores were combined in categories as follows: R
combined with any other category was scored as Tr ; Tr
combined with A was scored as A, and Tr or A combined with
I was scored as I. Table 2 shows the percentage of
students with a composite score in each of the four
categories
.
The distribution of students' scores on the Control of
Variables Test is presented in Table 3* It can be seen
that about 50^ of the students displayed concrete reasoning
patterns (14.3^ early concrete and 33*0^ late concrete).
Only 28^ of the students used formal reasoning (15*6^ early
formal and 12.4^ late formal).
Both the Proportional Reasoning and the Control of
Variables Tests seem to be well correlated. In fact a
close examination of Table 4 shows that most of the
students who scored transitional or formal(2B/3A , 3A or 3B)
on the Control of Variables Test responded in categories
Transitional or formal (Tr or R) on the Proportional
Reasoning Test, which represents 32.9^ of the student
population. On the other hand, about 32^ of students used
concrete reasoning patterns (I or A) on both tests.
Finally, only 9.5?^ of the students used complete formal
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TABLE 2
Distribution of Composite Scores on the
Proportional Reasoning Test
(N=597)
Category I A Tr R
Percent 25.9 25.1 20.0 29.0
Note. I=Intuitive, A=Additive, Tr=Tr ansitional
,
R=Ratio.
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TABLE 3
Distribuion of Scores on the Control of Variables Test
(N=679)
Category 2B- 2B 2B/3A 3A 3B
Percent 14-3 33-0 24.7 15-6 12.4
Note
.
2B-=early concrete, 2B=late concrete,
2B/3A=transitional
,
3A=early formal, 3B=late formal.
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TABLE 4
Contigency Table for Composite Scores on the Proportional
Reasoning and Control of Variables Tests (Percent)
(N=589)
2B-
Control
2B
of variables
2B/3A 3A
score
5B Total
I 10.4 21 .4 9.7 7.5 2.0 50.9
Proportional
Reasoning
A 0.2 0.7 1 .0 0.5 0.0 2.4
Score Tr 1 .2 5.8 5*. 9 3.1 1 .9 1 7.8
R 1.5 5.5 7.8 4.8 9.5 28.9
Total 1 3.2 53.1 24.4 1 5.8 13.4 100.0
Note. I=intuitive, A=additive, Tr=transitional
,
R=ratio.
2B-=early concrete, 2B=concrete, 2B/3A=transitional
,
3A=early formal, 3B=late formal.
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TABLE 5
Condensed Contingency Table for Scores on the Proportional
Reasoning and Control of Variables Tests (Percent)
(N=589)
Control
2B-,2B
of variables
2B/3A,3A,3B
score
Total
I,
A
32.6 20.7 53.3
Proportional
Reasoning Tr ,R 13.8 32.9 46.7
Score
Total 46.3 53.7 1 00.0
Note. I, A=concrete ; Tr ,R=forinal
.
2B-, 2B=concrete ; 2B/3A , 3A , 3B=forinal
.
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Distribution of
Category
TABLE 6
Scores on the Logical Reasoning Test
(N=328)
Concrete Transitional Formal
Percent 40.2 44.8 14.9
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reasoning on both tests (R on proportional reasoning and 3B
on Control of variables). This is summarized on Tables 4
and 5. Table 6 shows the distribution of the students'
scores on the Logical Reasoning Test. This test although
designed to assess a large number of reasoning patterns
(syllogisms, verbal analogies, probabilistic and
combinatorial reasoning, and questions similar to Piagetian
tasks)
,
shows a reasonable degree of consistency with the
students' results obtained on the other two tests. It
should be kept in mind that the three tests not only were
designed to assess different aspects of thought (reasoning
patterns) but also that they used different classificatory
scales. However, the results are closely correlated.
The correlation of the students' scores on the two
questions of the Proportional Reasoning Test was given by a
Kendall's tau B coefficient of .75 at a significance level
p<.0001, which indicates a very high degree of association
between the two questions and, therefore, a very good
reliability for the test.
.The students' scores on both tests. Proportional
Reasoning and Control of Variables, as given by Table 4,
present a significant correlation given by a Kendall's tau
C coefficient of .31 at a significant level p<.0001. When
the contingency Table 4 is condensed to obtain Table 5» ia
other words, when the number of cognitive sublevels are
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reduced to only two (concrete and formal), the scores still
hold a significant correlation given by a Kendall’s tau B
coefficient of .32 at a significant level p<.0001.
Discussion . The statistical analysis of the students'
scores indicated a relatively high degree of correlation
between the scores obtained on the three tests. This
correlation indicated the adequacy of the instruments in
this study as a measure of cognitive development.
The students' performance on the three tests indicated
that the participating junior high school students
generally represented the concrete operational or
transitional stages of cognitive development. In fact,
thirty-two percent (32^) were categorized as concrete
operational; f ifty-eight( 58^) were categorized as
transitional between concrete and formal operational and
only ten percent (10^) were categorized as formal
operation.
Given that most of the junior high school students in
Portugal function at the concrete or at the transitional
level, it seems that science instruction should be
organized in such a way as to both take account of this
fact and to promote the cognitive growth of students.
It is interesting to point out the remarkable
consistency of the results given by the Proportional
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Reasoning Test and the Control of Variables Test with the
results of two other studies in different countries
(Karplus et al. 1975; Shayer and Wylam, 1978).
Relationship Between the Students * Cognitive Level and a
Group of Selected Variables
Introduction . The second purpose of this study was to find
out to what extent region, socioeconomic status, sex,
number of siblings, grade, achievement in science and
degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students
relate to the students' cognitive level.
Data was collected in three districts in Portugal:
Lisboa, Porto and Beja. These three cities differ not only
in size and population but also they are located in regions
of the country with different characteristics, such as
economic prosperity, and sociopolitical beliefs. Lisboa,
the capital, is the largest city with almost 2 million
people and is by far the most prosperous city of the
country. Porto is the second city of the country with
almost 1 million people and it is located in the most
industrialized part of the country. Beja is a small town
located in a rural region. Most of its population works in
agriculture
.
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The 688 students involved in this study were
classified according to the socioeconomic level of the
neighborhood served by the school (based on parental
occupation, education and/or quality of housing) as
follows: 222 upper-middle class, 156 middle class and 310
low income class. The number of boys (350) was about the
same as girls (338) and the characteristics of all other
variables (number of siblings, achievement in science and
difficulty of science) were assessed by asking the students
to fill in that information on the top of each answer
sheet
.
Results and analysis . Students' cognitive performance
seems to be related to the region served by the schools.
Table 7 shows that on the average students from schools in
small rural communities (Beja) scored lower on all tests
when compared with students from schools in larger cities
(Porto and Lisboa). In general, the larger the city where
the school is located, the better the students perform.
The chi-square test used on the three tests of Table 7
shows statistically significant region differences, with
the values as follows: Proportional Reasoning Test,
X^=21.71, p<.001; Control of Variables Test, X^=25.27,
p<.001; Logical Reasoning Test, X*'=5.83, p<.21. The
\
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> TABLE 7
Performance of Students on the Three Tests by Region
(Percent)
Proportional Reasoning Test
n Region Intuitive Additive Transitional Ratio
1 21 Be j a 48.8 4.1 25.6 21 .5
281 Lisboa 46 .
6
1 .1 1 8.9 33.5
1 94 Porto 58.8 3.1 10.8 27.3
Control of Variables Test
n Region 2B- 2B 3A/3B 3A 3B
141 Be j a 19.1 42.6 22.7 9.9 5.7
314 Lisboa 14.0 33.4 22.0 15.6 1 5.0
223 Porto 11.7 26.5 30.0 18.8 1 3.0
Logical Reasoning Test
n Region Concrete Transitional Po rmal
46 Be j a 50.0 45.7 4.3
216 Lisboa 37.
^
45.4 17.1
66 Porto 42.4 42.4 15.2
Note. Best performance on each test: Ratio, 3B and formal.
2B-=early concrete; 2B=concrete;
3A/3B=transitional; 3A=early formal;
3B=late formal.
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degree of association of the two variables was given by the
Kendall’s tau C coefficients with the following
values:-. 04, .14 and .04.
Table 8 shows the performance of the students on the
three tests by socioeconomic status. In general students
from upper middle class families did better than students
from middle class families and significantly better than
students from low income families.
The relationship between the students' scores on the
three tests and their socioeconomic status is statistically
significant by the chi-square test. The statistics are,
respectively, for the Proportional Reasoning Test,
X^=44.08, p<.0001; for the Control of Variables Test,
X^=22.82, p<.0036; for the Logical Reasoning Test,
X^ =17.71, p<.0014. The degrees of association between the
students' scores on the three tests and their socioeconomic
status, given by the Kendall's tau C coefficient, are
respect ivally : -.15, —.03 and -.15, which although not
large, still indicate statistically significant
socioeconomic differences.
Table 9 shows the performance of the student
population on the three tests by sex. It is shown that
boys outperformed girls on the three tests. Boys more
often used formal reasoning patterns and girls more often
used concrete reasoning patterns ( intuitive and additive) .
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TABLE 8
Performance of Students on the Three Tests by
Socioeconomic Status (Percent)
Proportional Reasoning Test
n SES Intuitive Additive Transitional Ratio
194 Upper Middle 39.2 2.1 18.6 40.2
1 38 Middle 59.4 0.7 6.5 33.3
265 Low_ Income 55.5 3.4 22.6 1 8.5
Control of Variables Test
n SES 2B- 2B 5A/5B 3A 3B
21 9 Upper Middle 15.1 29.2 30.
1
14.2 11 .4
153 Middle 12.4 33.3 19.6 13.1 21 .6
307 Low Income 14.7 35.5 23.5 17.9 8.5
Logical Reasoning Test
n SES Concrete Transitional Fo rmal
1 22 Upper Middle 29.5 49.2 C\J
108 Middle 49.1 35.2 15.7
98 Low Income 43.9 50.0 6.1
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TABLE 9
Performance of Students on the Three Tests by Sex (Percent)
Proportional Reasoning Test
n Sex Intuitive Additive Transitional Ratio
307 Male 45.0 2.9 1 8.2 33.9
290 Female 57.6 1 .7 1 6.9 23.8
Control of Variables Test
n Sex 2B- 2B 5A/5B 3A 3B
346 Male 15.6 31.2 23.4 15.3 14.5
332 Female 13.0 34.9 25.9 1 6.0 10.2
Logical Reasoning Test
n Sex Concrete Transitional Formal
184 Male 38.6 41 .
6
1 9.6
143 Female 42.7 48.3 9.1
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Th.6S6 S6X d iff6 r6n't ia,l s can a,lso be observed a,long with the
students' age. Tables 10, 11 and 12 present the mean
performance scores of the students on the three tests by-
age and sex. The results seem to indicate that not only
are there sex differentials but they increase with age. On
Tables 13, 14 and 15 it is shown that there is little or no
difference between boys and girls up to age 15. Then,
girls seem to cease to show any further increase while boys
seem to still increase their cognitive performance,
reaching a sort of plateau one or two years later.
All the relationships between the students' cognitive
performance and region, socioeconomic status and sex, on
the three tests, are summarized on Table 16.
The relationship between the students performance on
the three tests and sex (Table 9) was tested by the
chi-square test; the results showed statistically
significant gender differences (with exception for the
control of variables) and the respective values were as
z
follows: Proportional Reasoning Test, X =10.97, p<.01;
Control of Variables, X^=4.44, p<.34; Logical Reasoning
Test, X^=6.96, p<.05. The degree of association between
the two variables on the three tests was given by the
Kendall's tau C coefficient as follows: --14, -.02, -.10.
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TABLE 10
Mean Performance Scores
Reasoning
of Students on the
Test by Age and Sex
Proportional
n
Age
(years) Sex Mean score
Standard
deviation
26 1 2-13 M 1.6538 1 .1642
29 P 1.1379 .5158
60 13-14 M 2.0500 1 .2812
58 P 1 .8621 1 .2060
72 14-1 5 M 2.5000 1 .3322
60 P 2.0333 1 .3015
66 1 5-1 6 M 2.5303 1 .3499
62 P 2.3710 1 .3578
33 1 6-1 7 M 2.6970 1 . 3803
37 P 2.3514 1 .4379
26 1 7-1 8 M 3.1154 1 .1774
25 P 2. 5600 1 .3565
6 18-1 9 M 3.3333 1 .21 1
1
10 P 2.2000 1 .3984
Note. Maximum score = 4.0
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TABLE 1 1
Mean Performance Scores
Variables
of
Test
Students on the
by Age and Sex
Control of
n
Age
(years) Sex Mean score
Standard
deviation
32 12-13 M 2.1563 .9541
33 P 2.4843 .9722
72 13-U M 2.4861 1.1627
66 P 2.7879 1 .1302
82 14-1 5 M 3.01 22 1 .3653
75 P 2.8533 1 .31 20
69 1 5-1 6 M 3. 1884 1 .4067
70 P 2.8000 1 .1869
39 1 6-1 7 M 2.7949 1 .1512
39 P 2.8718 1 . 1 960
26 17-18 M 2.7692 1 .1066
30 P 2.7333 1 .1725
6 18-1 9 M 4.3333 .81 65
9 P 2.3333 1 .2247
Note . Maximum score = 5 .0
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TABLE 1
2
Mean Performance Scores of Students on the Logical
Reasoning Test by Age and Sex
n
Age
(years) Sex Mean score
Standard
deviation
10 1 2-1 3 M 1.1000
.3162
9 P 1 .2222
. 6667
28 13-14 M 1.4643 .6372
8 P 1.3750 .7440
42 14-1 5 M 1.9762 .7805
17 P 1.7059 . 6860
42 1 5-1 6 M 2.1429 . 6466
44 P 1.7727 .6048
26 1 6-1 7 M 1 .7692 .7646
27 P 1 .8148 .5573
21 1 7-1 8 M 1 . 8095 .7496
24 P 1
.
7083 .3895
5 18-1 9 M 1 . 8000 .4472
10 P 1
.
4000 .6992
Note
.
Maximum score = 3»0
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TABLE 1
3
Percentage of Students at Different Stages on the
Proportional Reasoning Test by Age and Sex
Age
n (years) Sex Intuitive Additive Transitional Ratio
26 1 2-1 3 M 73.1 3.8 7.7 1 5.4
29 P 93.1 0.0 6.9 0.0
60 13-U M 56.7 3.3 1 8.3 21 .7
58 P 63.8 1 .7 1 9.0 15.5
72 U-1 5 M 41 .7 0.0 25.0 33,3
60 P 58.3 3.3 1 5.0 23.3
66 1 5-1 6 M 39.4 6.1 16.7 37.9
62 P 46.8 1 .
6
19.4 32.3
33 1 6-1 7 M 36.4 3.0 1 5.2 45.5
37 P 51 .4 0.0 1 0.8 37.8
26 1 7-1 8 M 1 9.2 3.8 23.1 53.8
25 P 40.0 0.0 24.0 36.0
6 1 8-1 9 M 16.7 0.0 1 6.7 66 .
7
1 0 P 50.0 10.0 10.0 30.0
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TABLE 1
4
Percentage of Students at Different Stages on the Control
of Variables Test by Age and Sex
Age
n (years) Sex 2B- 2B 3A/3B 3A 3B
32 1 2-1 3 M 21 .9 53.1 15.6 6.3 3.1
33 P 12.1 45.5 27.3 12.1 3.0
72 13-14 M 23.6 30.6 23.6 1 8.
1
4.2
66 P 9.1 39.4 24.2 18.2 9.1
82 14-1 5 M 14.6 26.8 22.0 15.9 20.7
75 P • 16.0 32.0 16.0 22.7 13.3
69 1 5-1 6 M 11.6 27.5 18.8 14.5 27.5
70 P 12.9 31 .4 30.0 14.3 1 1 .4
39 1 6-1 7 M 10.3 35.9 28.2 15.4 10.3
39
.
P 12.8 25.6 35.9 1 2.8 1 2.8
26 1 7-1 8 M 11.5 30.8 34.6 15.4 7.7
30 P 13.3 33.3 30.0 13.3 10.0
6 1 8-1 9 M 0.0 0.0 16.7 33.3 50.0
9 P 22.2 44.4 22.2 0.0 11.1
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TABLE 1
5
Percentage of Students at Different Stages on the Logical
Reasoning Test hy Age and Sex
n
Age
(years) Sex Concrete Transitional Pormal
10 1 2-1 5 M 90.0 10.0 0.0
9 P 88.9 0.0 11.1
28 13-14 M 60.7 32.1 7.1
8 P 75.0 12.5 12.5
42 14-15 M 31 .0 40.5 28.6
17 P 41 .2 47.1 1 1 .8
42 1 5-1 6 M 14.3 57.1 28.6
44 P 31 .8 59.1 9.1
26 1 6-1 7 M 42.3 38.5 1 9.2
27 P 25.9 66 .
7
7.4
21 1 7-1 8 M 38.1 42.9 1 9.0
24 P 37.5 54.2 8.3
5 18-1 9 M 20.0 80.0 0.0
10 P 70.0 20.0 10.0
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TABLE 16
Mean Performance Scores of Students on the Three Tests by
Socioeconomic Status, Region and Sex
Socioeconomic
Status and
Region Sex
Mean Score
Proportional
Reasoning
(N=596)
Control of
Variables
(N=677)
Logical
Reasoning
(N=527)
Upper Middle 2.5979 2.7752 1 .9174
Lisboa 2.9516 2.7721 1 .9327
M 2.991 6 2.7538 1 . 9388
P 2.0000 5.1667 1 .8533
Porto M 1 .9714 2 . 7805 1 .8255
P 1 .9714 2.7805 1 .8255
Middle Class 2.1460 2.9757 1 .6667
Lisboa 2.1541 2 . 9884 1 .6471
M 2.4000 5.21 28 1 .7609
P 1 .8108 2.7179 1 .51 28
Porto 2.1656 2.9545 1 .7591
M 2.4444 2.9091 2 . 0000
P 2.0270 2.9775 1 .7145
Low Income 2.041
5
2
.
7005 1 .6224
Be j a 2.1985 2.4045 1 . 5455
M 1 .7091 2.2259 1 .5750
P 2.6061 2.5676 1.6533
Lisboa 1.7467 2 . 8043 1 .7407
M 1 .821
4
3.0294 1 . 9000
P 1.7021 2.6724 1 .6471
Porto 2 . 0870 3.1351 1 .6400
M 2.0714 5.2609 1 .41 67
P 2.1111 2.9286 1 .8462
Maximum Score 4.0 5.0 3.0
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Th© effects of "the independent variables (age and sex)
upon the dependent variables (students' performance on the
tests) were given by a breakdown procedure (Tables 10, 11,
12). To test the significance of the means of the
subsamples (age groups) a one-way analysis of variance was
performed on each test. The means are significantly
different from each other on all Piagetian tests, which
indicates that age itself can be viewed as a predictive
factor for cognitive performance, at least during the age
range considered in this study (12-19 years). The
statistics for the tests were as follows: Proportional
Reasoning Test: P-ratio=6 . 1 531
,
p<.0001; Control of
Variables Test: P-ratio=2
. 4034
,
p<.0147; Logical Reasoning
Test: P-ratio=4. 8445
,
p<.001. (Table 17) Also, the
crosstabulation of the students' scores by age and sex
(Tables 13, 14, 15) showed that there was a statistically
significant relationship between test performance and age,
when controlling for the variable sex, at all stages of
cognitive performance. Chi-sq^uare analysis showed the
following values: Proportional Reasoning Test, (Males)
=36.36, p<.05 and (Females) X =49-78, p<.0004; Control of
Variables (Males) X =48.60, p<.03 and (Females) X =19-53,
p<.88 (not statistically significant); Logical Reasoning
z
Test, (Males) X =36-80, p<-002 and (Females) X =23-85,
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TABLE 1
7
Analysis of of Variance on Mean Scores of Age Groups
Source D.P. Mean Squares F. Ratio P. Prob.
Proportional Reasoning Test
Between Groups 8 10.2763 6.1551 .0000
Within Groups 570 1 .6701
Total 578
Control of Variables Test
Between Groups 8 3.6180 2.4034 .0147
Within Groups 648 1 .5057
Total 656
Logical Reasoning Test
Between Groups 8 2.1608 4.8445 .0000
Within Groups 511 .4460
Total 519
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p<.05. The association between the variables (cognitive
performance and age) was given by the Kendall’s tau C
coefficient ranging from .15 to .21.
The relationship between the students' cognitive
performance and socioeconomic status, region and sex, given
in Table 16 was obtained by a one-way analysis of variance
(Table 18) performed on each test, showed that the means of
the subsamples (socioeconomic groups) are significantly
different from each other, indicating the effect of the
socioeconomic factor upon the students' performance.
The statistics were for the tests as follows:
Proportional Reasoning Test: P-ratio=1 0. 51 91
,
p<.0001;
Control of Variable Test: P-ratio=2
.
5360
,
p<.0799; Logical
Reasoning Test: P-ratio=6 . 01 82
,
p<.0027.
The data in Table 19 clearly shows that the students'
movement toward formal thought depends on the grade they
are in. However, it seems to be much faster between grades
7 and 8 than between 8 and 9* In fact, on two of the tests
(Proportional Reasoning and Logical Reasoning) the
percentage of students rated formal on grade 8 is 4 times
larger than on grade 7* While between grades 8 and 9 that
gain factor is reduced to 2.
The chi-square analysis of the results showed a
statistically significant relationship between the
variables, as follows: Proportional Reasoning Test,
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TABLE 18
Analysis of Variance on Mean Scores of Socioeconomic Groups
Source D.P. Mean Squares F. Ratio P. Prob.
Proportional Reasoning Test
Between Groups 2 1 8.2402 10.51 91 .0000
Within Groups 593 1 .7340
Total 595
Control of Variables Test
Between Groups 2 3.8165 2.5360 .0799
Within Groups 674 1 .5049
Total 676
Logical Reasoning Test
Between Groups 2 2.8643 6.0182 .0027
Within Groups 324 .4759
Total 326
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TABLE 1
9
Percentage of Students in Each Grade Who Were Rated Formal
on Each Test
% of students judged formal on test of:
Proportional Control Logical
Grade Reasoning of variables Reasoning
Grade 7 7.4 12.9 2.0
(16/217)* (35/255) (1 /51 )
Grade 8 29.2 37.2 8.6
(52/1 78) (81 /218) (6/70)
Grade 9 52.0 37.1 20.4
(1 05/202) (76/205) (42/206)
Figures in parentheses represent the proportion of
students who were judged formal in each grade.
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X =147.77, p<.0001; Control of Variables Test, x'*' =77.14,
p<.0001; Logical Reasoning Test, X^=81.77, p<.001. The
degree of association between the two variables on the
three tests was given by the Kendall's tau C coefficient:
•42, .28 and .25, respectively.
Table 20 shows the percentage of students who were
rated formal on the three tests by grade point average.
The data seems to indicate that scores on Piagetian tests
are positively correlated to academic achievement in
science. However, it is interesting to point out that the
students with the lowest grade point average (1 ) were rated
higher on the three tests than some of the students with
higher grade point average (2 and 3). This fact suggests
that there may be capable students who were doing poorly in
science and math possibly due to factors other than
cognitive capability, such as emotional problems,
student-teacher relationship, poor attitude, etc.
The chi-square analysis of the results showed that the
relationship between the students' cognitive performance
and their achievement in science was statistically
significant and the degree of association given by
Kendall's tau C coefficient was relatively strong. The
respective values were as follows: Proportional Reasoning
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TABLE 20
Percentage of Students Rated Formal on Each Test by GPA in
Sc ience
Grade point
average
(GPA)
^ of students
Proportional
Reasoning
judged formal on
Control of
Variables
test of:
Logical
Reasoning
1 29.4 41 .2 10.0
(5/17.)* (7/17) (1/10)
2 1 6.2 7.3 4.3
(6/37) (3/41 ) (1 /23)
3 27.6 22.9 1 0.7
(96/348) (92/402) (22/206)
4 31 .0 36.4 26.0
(49/158) (64/1 76) (20/77)
5 45.9 55.8 41 .7
(17/37) (24/43) (5/12)
Note. Five is the highest GPA.
* Figures in parentheses represent the proportion of
students who were judged formal in each GPA group.
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TABLE 21
Percentage of Students Rated Formal on Each Test by Student
Perception of Difficulty of Science
% of students judged formal on test of:
Student
perception
Proportional
Reasoning
Control of
Variables
Logical
Reasoning
Very hard 54.5
(6/1 1 )*
50.0
(5/10)
10.0
(1 /10)
Hard 41.9
(15/51 )
20.0
(8/40)
1 6.7
(4/24)
Not easy nor hard 25.1
(88/550)
23.1
(95/403)
11.4
(23/201 )
Easy 31 .0
(52/168)
38.1
(72/1 89)
23.9
(17/71 )
Very Easy
55.0
(7/20)
50.0
(10/20)
30.0
(5/10)
Figures in parentheses represent the proportion of
students who were judged formal in each group with the
same perception of difficulty of science.
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X
Test, X =19 . 59
,
p<.075, 2" = .09; Control of Variables Test,
X!*’=51.48, p< .0001
,
S' =
. 1 5 ; Logical Reasoning Test, X^=27.44,
p< .0006 ,
Z
= .10.
The relationship between the students’ formal
performance and their perception of the degree of
difficulty of science can be seen in Table 21. The
students' cognitive performance seems to be positively
correlated to their perception of science as easy.
A chi-square analysis of these results showed that the
relationship between the students' scores on formal
reasoning and their perception of difficulty of science is
statistically significant. The Kendall's tau B coefficient
showed that the two variables are moderately associated.
Only the relationship on the Proportional Reasoning Test is
not statistically significant and the degree of association
is very weak. The values for the test of significance and
association were: Proportional Reasoning Test, X =16.95,
p<.15, ^ =.03; Control of Variables, X^=31.19, p<.001,
?=.12; Logical Reasoning Test, X =9.31, p<.32,^=.07.
Finally, the relationship between the students'
cognitive performance on the three tests with the number of
siblings in their families can be analysed on Table 22. It
shows that, on the average, the higher the number of
siblings the lower is the students' formal performance.
However, it seem's that students' with only one sibling do
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TABLE 22
Percentage of Students Rated Formal on Each Test by Number
of Siblings
^ of students rated formal on test of;
Number
Siblings
Proportional
Reasoning
Control of
Variables
Logical
Reasoning
0 33.4
(57/171 )*
28.4
(55/1 94)
15.2
(17/112)
1 24.4
(47/193)
33.5
(74/221
)
1 9.8
(20/101 )
2 31 .0
(39/126)
29.4
(42/1 43)
7.8
(5/64)
3 35.9
(14/39)
1 2.8
(6/47)
1 3.6
(3/22)
4 28.6
(10/35)
17.5
(7/40)
11.1
(2/18)
over 4 15.3
(4/26)
17.8
(5/28)
12.5
(1/8)
* Figures in parentheses represent the proportion of
students who were rated formal in each group with the
same number of siblings.
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better. (It is interesting to note that of the 19 scores
of students with more than 7 siblings, not a single one was
rated formal
.
)
The chi-square analysis indicated that the
relationship between the two variables was statistically
significant only on the Control of Variables Test and with
a moderate degree of association (X^=30.64, p<-.05, ^ =.05)
.
Discussion . The analysis of data indicates that all the
selected variables (region, socioeconomic status, sex,
number of siblings, grade, achievement in science and
degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students)
have a significant relationship with the students'
cognitive performance. These results are consistent with
some of the conclusions of other more generalized research
studies cited in Chapter II. Therefore, it is probably
questionable to base the prediction of cognitive capability
only on grade point average. Hence, those concerned with
admission to upper levels of education would do well to
explore predictors that are more reliable, if the aim is to
admit the most able.
Structure of the Portuguese Middle/Junior High Science
Curriculum
Introduction
.
The third purpose of this study was to find
out if the Portuguese secondary science curriculum matches
TABLE 23
Teachers' Perceptions of the Science Curriculum
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Group Scores Frequency
15 - 1 9 1 Formal- content
oriented
20 - 24 5 curriculum
(65^)
25 - 29 9
30 - 34 9
35 - 39 8 Process- structure
oriented
40 - 44 3 curriculum
(35^)
45 - 49 2
Total 37
Note. The teachers' perceptions of the curriculum are rated
according to a numerical scale with two intervals: 0
- 34 (Formal) and 35 - 68 (Process)
.
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the students' cognitive level. In order to attain this
research goal three procedures were used: a teacher
assessment questionnaire, an interview and the analysis of
the Portuguese guidelines for the science curriculum.
Results . Thirty-seven people, including science teachers,
supervisors and principals responded to the questionnaire.
Section I of this questionnaire assessed the teachers'
perceptions of the science curriculum. Twenty-four
teachers (65^) tended to perceive the Portuguese junior
high science curriculum as formal-content oriented while
thirteen teachers (35^) tended to perceive it as
process-structure oriented. Results of the collation of
responses on Section I of the questionnaire are given in
Table 23.
On the basis of the answers to the first three
open-ended questions of Section III of the teachers
questionnaire some conclusions were drawn. To the
question, "What do you think are the major strengths of the
Portuguese secondary science curriculum?" 9 teachers (25^)
considered that the scientific content is up-to-date; 4
teachers (105^) stated that it suggests the inquiry approach
for teaching; 6 teachers (16^) considered a strength of the
curriculum the inclusion of topics such as ecology, drugs,
1 teacher said that the curriculum isenergy, etc..
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flexible and permits the teachers to adapt it to the
students and region's needs; 4 teachers (IO 96 ) did not see
any strengths of the curriculum. To the question "What do
you think are the major weaknesses of the same
curriculum?", 14 teachers (35^) thought that the curriculum
content is not well sequenced and the science topics are
poorly articulated; 11 teachers (30^) thought that the
science curriculum is lecture-demonstration oriented and
appeals to memorization; S teachers (22^) complained that
the curriculum requires materials non-existent in the
schools. When asked "What suggestions do you have for
improving the secondary science curriculum?", 18 teachers
(43^) suggested more and better equipment and teaching
materials; 15 teachers (40^) would like to have fewer
students in the classroom and a reduction of the teaching
load (usually there are between 25 and 35 students in each
classroom and the teachers teach between 22 and 24 hours
per week); 13 teachers (35^) expressed the need for
in-service program and 4 teachers stressed the need for
more courses on pedagogy and psychology.
Twenty science teachers were interviewed. The results
of the interview are shown in Table 24. The results of
questions 1 to 9 as shown in the table indicate that most
of the teachers agreed that the science curriculum goals
presented to them would be very important; just a few
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agreed that some of the goals are either fairly important,
not too important or not important at all to be
incorporated into the curriculum. But when they were asked
to rate the appropriateness of their science curriculum in
terms of the goals previously defined, they tended to say
that the curriculum was either inappropriate or very
inappropriate
.
Finally, the author analysed the goals and guidelines
for the Portuguese secondary science curriculum in
Portuguese publications ("Sistem'a Educative em Portugal",
1980; "Educar em Portugal", 1979)* "The definition of the
objectives for the general science courses is based on the
assumption that education is not the transmission of
knowledge, but rather the creative intervention by the
students." This statement taken from the general
guidelines for the objectives of the secondary science
curriculum (7th, 8th and 9th grades), sent by the Ministry
of Education to all secondary schools in Portugal, reveals
the constructivist philosophy of the curriculum. It can
also be seen that the curriculum-makers were concerned with
the cognitive development of the students when they stated:
"
... (the curriculum) should promote the development of
the students’ cognitive patterns and behavior in order that
they may use them in different domains." ("Sistema
Educativo em Portugal", 1980).
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Discussion. The analysis of the teachers' perceptions as
expressed in the questionnaire and interview, and the
information from the goals and guidelines for the secondary
science curriculum in Portugal, gave some indication of the
status of science teaching in Portuguese junior high
schools
.
It seems that the Portuguese secondary science
curriculum does have the goals of scientific literacy and
cognitive development. However, the curriculum—makers
failed to provide the teachers the necessary means to
implement it, and it turned out, in the teachers' opinion,
to be formal-content oriented, poorly sequenced and does
not match the cognitive competence of the majority of the
students. It would be better if curriculum planning were
based upon the findings of student cognitive ability in
order that those students not performing at the formal
operational level can be provided experiences which can be
assimilated at their cognitive level. At present teachers
are not provided adequate teaching materials such as films,
film strips, tapes and books as well as adequate facilities
and materials in order that the students be confronted with
first-hand experiences of natural phenomena and with
intellectual challenges that will stimulate their cognitive
growth
.
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Instructional Strategies
Introduction
. The fourth purpose of this study was to find
out if the Portuguese science teachers use instructional
strategies according to the students' cognitive level. In
order to attain this research goal three procedures were
used: a teacher assessment questionnaire, an interview and
the analysis of the Portuguese guidelines for the
instructional strategies.
Results . Section II of the questionnaire assessed the
teachers' perceptions of their own instructional
strategies. The same number of people responded to this
section of the questionnaire (37). The information
gathered from the teachers' answers permitted the drawing
of an average teachers' profile of how they see themselves
functioning in the classroom. The profile indicates that
the teachers have a slightly above average interest in
using the inquiry approach for teaching (Figure 1).
However, it must be pointed out that the teachers tended to
use the lecture-demonstration approach when they were asked
to plan a unit on the pendulum.
Twenty teachers were interviewed. The results of the
interview are shown in Table 24, Section II. The results
of questions 10 to 15 indicate that only about one third of
the teachers said that the instructional strategies used
INQUIRY
;
A Encourages children to
express their own ideas
and describe their
Average
4321 01 2345 LECTURE
experiences
. . .p. .
B Encourages children to 1
explore, experiment, and 1
resolve uncertainties 1
and problems . .
.
^
. • . . .
BB
C Analyzes or investigates \
unexpected outcomes or \
responses ... .6
CC
D Recognizes and improvises
to meet the needs of in-
dividual children or the
class . . . d • • • •
DD
E Uses children's miscon- \
ceptions, conflicts, or \
"wrong" answers to sti- \
mulate thinking . . .
.
c
EE
P Modifies teaching stra-
tegy to fit the type of
lesson; exploratory,
invention, discovery ....
PP
G Uses the inquiry approach
to teaching when asked
to plan a unit on a
specific science topic ....
GG
AA Encoursiges children
to expect or depend
on authoritative ans-
wers and explanations
Inhibits or prevents
children from explo
ring, experimenting,
and resolving uncer-
tainties and problems
investigate unexpec-
ted outcomes or re-
ponses
or ignores the needs
of individual chil-
dren or the class
misconceptions and
mistakes; arbitrarily
settles conflicts
ing strategy to
fit the type of
lesson: exploratory,
invention, discovery
demonstration
approach to teaching
when asked to plan
a unit on a specific
science topic.
Pig-
Classroom.
1 . How Teachers See Themselves Functioning in the
Average Teachers' Profile Based on 37 Responses.
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were appropriate for attaining the goals of the curriculum.
The remaining two thirds said that the instructional
strategies were either inappropriate or very inappropriate,
and did not take the students’ cognitive level into
account. From the analysis of the national guidelines for
the instructional strategies it was inferred that the
development of scientific minds is the main objective of
the methodology.
Discussion . Based on the teachers' perceptions of their
own instructional strategies and on the methodology and
guidelines prescribed by the Portuguese Ministry of
Education it seems that the methodology adopted by the
Portuguese teachers is not the one recommended by the
national guidelines. While the inquiry approach for
teaching science is suggested, the teachers tend to use the
lecture-demonstration approach, which, as previous research
studies cited in chapter II showed, is not recommended for
students at the concrete or transitional stage of cognitive
development. If teachers are to assist students in moving
from the concrete to formal operational level, then it
would appear that more appropriate instructional strategies
should be utilized.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Summary
Th© pr©©©!!^ study inv©stigat©d th© formal r©asoning
patt©rns of Portugu©s© junior high school stud©nts and
gath©r©d data on th© stud©nts' background, th© t©ach©rs'
p©rc©ptions of th© sci©nc© curriculum and th© instructional
strategics used by th© teachers.
Purposes . More specifically, th© present study was
designed to investigate (a) the cognitive level of
Portuguese junior high school students, (b) the
relationship between the students' cognitive level and a
group of selected variables (region, socioeconomic status,
age, sex, number of siblings, grade, achievement in science
and degree of difficulty of science as perceived by the
students), (c) if the Portuguese secondary science
curriculum matches the students' cognitive level and (d) if
the Portuguese science teachers use instructional
strategies according to the students' cognitive level.
Procedures. The students' cognitive level was assessed by
three tests. The first test assessed the students'
proportional reasoning abilities; the second test assessed
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the students' control of variables abilities; and the third
test assessed the students' logical reasoning abilities in
general.
The students were classified according to the
socioecomonic level of the neighborhood served by the
school (based on parental occupation, education and/or
quality of housing) in three groups: upper-middle class,
middle class and low income class. The characteristics of
all other variables (sex, number of siblings, grade,
achievement in science and degree of difficulty of science
as perceived by the students) were assessed by asking the
students to fill in that information on the top of each
answer sheet.
The data on the structure of the Portuguese junior
high science curriculum and on the instructional strategies
used by the science teachers were collected by means of (a)
a questionnaire responded to by science teachers,
supervisors and principals, (b) an interview with science
teachers, and (c) an analysis of the goals and guidelines
for the Portuguese secondary science curriculum.
The identified research purposes were attained through
use of descriptive and statistical procedures.
Crosstabulation, breakdown and one-way analysis of variance
procedures were used to investigate sets of relationships
between the dependent variable (students' scores on the
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tests) and the independent variables (region, age, sex,
number of siblings, grade, socioeconomic status,
achievement and degree of difficulty in science). The
statistical significance and the measure of association of
the relationship between the variables were assessed by
several statistical methods such as chi-square, Kendall's
tau B and C, and P-ratio.
Results . The statistical analysis of the students' scores
on the three tests indicated a relatively high degree of
correlation. Most of the students were at the concrete
( 32 ^) and transitional (58^) stages of cognitive
development. Only about 10^ were at the formal-operational
level.
Moderate to strong relationships were found between
the students' cognitive performance and all the selected
variables (region, age, sex, number of siblings, grade,
socioeconomic status, achievement in science and degree of
difficulty in science).
Prom an examination of the teachers' responses to the
questionnaire and interview and the analysis of the goals
and guidelines for the curriculum and instructional
strategies, there appeared to be some trends. Although the
Portuguese Ministry of Education suggested the inquiry
approach for teaching science and intended to create a
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secondary science curriculum to promote scientific literacy
and cognitive development, the majority of teachers tended
to perceive the Portuguese secondary science curriculum as
formal-content oriented and their own instructional
strategies as lecture-demonstration oriented. Almost all
the teachers pointed out that the shortage of qualified
personnel, teaching materials and other facilities are
responsible for the discrepancy between what is suggested
for the science curriculum and instructional strategies and
what is actually being implemented.
Conclusions
An analysis of the data of the present study permits
the following conclusions:
1. The students’ scores on the three tests indicate
that the majority of Portuguese junior high school students
(7th, 8th and 9th grades) are at the concrete operational
or transitional stages of cognitive development.
2. Students of large schools in large cities seem to
do better than students of small rural communities and
suburban schools.
3. It appears that students of upper middle class
families do better than students of middle class families
and substantially better than students of low income
families
.
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4. This study indicated that there is little or no
difference in cognitive development between boys and girls
up to age 15* After that, girls do not show a significant
increase while boys still increase their cognitive
performance, at least for one more year. After the age of
sixteen the students' performance seems to stabilize,
reaching a sort of a plateau but maintaining the difference
in cognitive performance between sexes.
5. Prom this study's findings it was inferred that
the students made greater gains in moving toward formal
thought between grades 7 and 8 than between 8 and 9*
6. Scores on Piagetian tests are positively
correlated to achievement in science, and negatively
correlated to the perception of science as difficult as
well as the number of siblings in the family.
7. Based on the teachers' responses to the
questionnaire and interview, and the analysis of the goals
and guidelines for the curriculum, it seems that the
Portuguese secondary science curriculum was intended to
promote the students' cognitive development as well as
their scientific literacy. However, the curriculum makers
failed to provide the teachers the neccessary means to
implement it, and it turned out to be formal-content
oriented, which, according to previous research studies
cited in Chapter II, is not recommended for students at the
1U
concrete or transitional stage of cognitive development.
Therefore, it appears that the Portuguese secondary science
curriculum does not match the students' cognitive level.
8. Based on the teachers' responses to the
questionnaire and interview, and guidelines prescribed by
the Portuguese Ministry of Education, it seems that
although the inquiry approach for teaching science was
suggested, the teachers tended to use the
lecture-demonstration approach which is not recommended for
students at the concrete or transitional stage of cognitive
development, as previous research studies cited in Chapter
II showed. Therefore, it appears that the Portuguese
science teachers do not use instructional strategies
according to the students' cognitive level.
Implications for Practice
The main goal of science education, at least equal to
any other, ought to be the promotion of the intellectual
development of students, i.e., the development of students
ability to reason at higher levels as enumerated in the
Piagetian scheme. Not only would the assimilation of
science content be promoted, since many science concepts
and generalizations are most easily learned if one reasons
formally, but the goal of life long learning would be more
One's ability to consider and solvenearly within reach.
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problems is enhanced if one engages in and/or appreciates
thinking patterns characteristic of formal thinking, e.g.,
reflects on one's thought processes, checks to see if
variables that might influence the outcome were controlled,
accepts an hypothesis for sake of argument, recognizes
relationships among variables in spite of random
fluctuations that mask them, etc.
If the goal of cognitive development is to be
attained, several implementations for practice should be
drawn from this study's findings and the Piagetian theory.
Secondary science curriculum and instruction would need to
be structured accordingly and a joint effort by the
educational leaders, teacher training institutions and
teachers themselves, should be undertaken. In the specific
case of Portugal, where the educational system is
centralized, i.e., the Ministry of Education defines the
curricula, controls the teacher training institutions,
establishes guidelines and goals for science education,
several steps ought to be taken by all the parts involved.
The Ministry of Education should plan the curricula in
terms of the students cognitive ability in order that those
students not performing at the formal operational level can
be provided content oriented experiences which can be
assimilated at their cognitive level. Only then it is
possible to reevaluate the major content and sequencing of
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materials to help lead the students from concrete to formal
reasoning patterns. The Ministry of Education should also
provide the teachers adequate teaching materials such as
films, film strips, tapes and books as well as adequate
facilities and materials in order that the students be
confronted with first-hand experiences of natural phenomena
and with intellectual challenges that will stimulate their
cognitive growth.
Teacher training institutions should include in their
programs a more thorough study of developmental psychology,
instructional techniques and curricular programs which can
facilitate and foster the students' cognitive development.
They should design, implement and evaluate in-service
programs for the purpose of encouraging the teachers to use
instructional strategies which will promote the students'
cognitive growth as well as keep the teachers up-date on
the scientific domain.
The teachers should establish a dialogue with the
Ministry of Education and take a more active role in the
decision-making process. Organizations such as the
Sociedade Portuguesa de Pisica or the Sociedade Portuguesa
de Quimica should be the link between the teachers and the
Ministry of Education. Conferences, workshops and seminars
ought to be organized under their auspices, focusing on
curricular and instructional issues as well as content and
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conceivably including what are the appropriate goals and
how best to implement them. For the teachers themselves in
the classroom, they ought to be prepared to be
decision-makers and as the ones who know their students
best, make decisions as to just what content and
instructional strategies are most suitable for their
students. It would seem likely that they would agree that
expository teaching procedures are inappropriate for the
students at the concrete level and therefore the teachers
should use a more "hands-on" approach until the students
are ready to assimilate more abstract subjects matter.
Finally, it is recommended that science teachers,
educators and other educational decision-makers, recognize
that grade point average should not be the only and is not
necessarily the best criterion to measure cognitive
ability. Although they are related, this study showed that
there are other factors which are also related to cognitive
ability. Therefore, whenever it is necessary to predict
the students' cognitive development for purposes of
curriculum or instructional strategies planning, other
characteristics of the students should be taken into
account. The use of Piagetian-type tests or interviews
used in conjunction with other predictors of cognitive
development such as sex, socioeconomic status and
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achievement in science, would be not only more useful but
also fairer when making decisions about educational and
social policies for schools.
Recommendations for Further Research
The following recommendations for secondary science
curriculum and instruction improvement and further research
are suggested from the investigator's analysis of the data.
1 . A study should be undertaken to investigate what
concepts and principles of science are most appropriate for
a population, significant numbers of whom are concrete
operational
.
2. A study should be undertaken to investigate what
teaching strategies are most helpful to students, who are
either concrete or formal operational, to understand
concepts or principles judged to be formal.
3. A study should be undertaken to investigate what
kind of assistance teachers need in order to use more
appropriate teaching strategies.
4. A study should be undertaken to investigate
whether social, educational or cultural factors, sexist
biases or sexist roles, might account for sex differences
in cognitive performance in science.
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5* A study should be undertaken to determine the
implications of the findings of this study for the teaching
of math, Portuguese, etc.
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APPENDIX 1
TEACHER ASSESS^iENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Teacher,
I am developing a study of cognitive development related to
instructional strategies in secondary science education and
science curriculum. The purpose of this study is twofold.
First, I wish to study the interrelations of students’ scores
on paper-and-pencil Piagetian styled tests used to assess
formal reasoning abilities with other variables such as
socioeconomic level, sex, age, grade, achievement in science
and degree of difficulty of science as perceived by students.
Second, I plan to gather information on the structure of the
secondary science curriculum as well as the instructional
strategies adopted by the teachers in the classroom, in order
to find out if both curriculum and instructional strategies
match the students' cognitive level.
It seems reasonable that Piaget's theory, which addresses the
development of human scientific reasoning might provide a
rationale for its systematic pedagogical development. The
results and the interpretations of those results of Jean Piaget
have a great relevance for educators, in terms of identification
of students' cognitive capabilities, the implementation of
teaching strategies and the development of a sequential curri-
culum.
My hope is that the results of this study will provide a
basis for more effective planning of secondary science curri-
culum and' appropriate insti^jctional strategies, in order that
in'tellec'tual level of the learner becomes a major objecti-
ve of science education.
Your cooperation in completing this questionnaire
-^ill be most
helpful and greatly appreciated and will help me to study
(1) the structure of the Portuguese Secondary Science Curricu-
lum; (2) the instructional strategies adopted by the teachers
in the classroom; smd (3)provide the teachers with an opportu-
nity to make suggestions for curriculum and instructional stra-
tegies improvement.
The Questionnaire is divided in four sections with the first
three corresponding to the ourposes mentioned above. The fourth
section is entitled "Teacher Background Information".
You need not indicate your name anywhere on the questionnaire.
However, because of the purposes of the questionnaire, I would
appreciate it if you could answer as honestly aad. completely
as you can.
A report of the findings will be sent to you later on.
Thank you,
Manuel J. Sequeira
Science Education
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Ma. 01003
SSCTIOrf I. Secondary Sclenoe Currlculu:n iEvaluation
This section of the questionnaire is designed to provide
you with an opportunity to comment or. the appropriateness
of the Portuguese secondary science curriculu.n.
Seventeen stateaients are presenred below, four taslc is
to indicate the extent to v/hioh you agree or disagree
with each one. There are five possible ansv/ers:
"Strongly Agree" (SA), ".Agree" (.A), "r.'eutral" (N),
"Disagree" (D), "Strongly Disagree" (3D). There are
right or v/rong ansv/ers. The best ansv/ers are those that
reflect your true feelings.
Read each statement and then circle one of the available
choices beside each statement:
Statements Ansv/ers
1. The Portuguese secondary science
curriculum allows you to lead the
students to develop their ability
to thinlc.
2. Secondary science programs foster
student liking for i.ndependent
investigation.
3 . Students often drop out of school
because they cannot cone v/ith the
tas.ks they are being asked to do.
SA A h' D 3D
SA A iV A 3D
3 A A K D 3D
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4. Secondary science prof.rams put emphasis
on science processes, conceptual schemes
and values. 3A
5* Secondary science programs put emphasis
on factual information. 3A
6 . Secondary science textbooks facilitate
inquiry. 3A
7. Secondary science textbooks are v/ritten
to replace laboratory experiences. SA
8 . The proara.T.s currently in use encourage
memorization. ~ SA
9- Secondary science programs provide
opportunities for students to v/ork on
an individual basis. SA
10. Secondary science programs provide
oppcrtunities for students to v/ork as
members of various-size groups. SA
11. Program changes occur as needed usually
in t.he form of innovations imposed by
th '6 national central ad-ministration. SA
12. All the elements of the secondary
science programs are usable by the
students at their narticular develo-
• >,••• pmental' (cognitive) level. SA
13 . The programs lead to the frustration
of t.he students. 3A
14 The pro-prams lead to the frustration
of the teachers. 3A
15 . The prorrams make the students av/are
of the expectation that social and
economic innovations ".ay be necessary
to improve .nan’s condition. SA
16. Secondary science programs assu.T.e that
most students operate at formal (abstract)^
level.
17 . Secondary science programs lead stu-
dents to the generalization of the
discipline through concrete experien-
ces.
A
A
A
A ^
A r
A. t
A
A
A
A
A
A
A N
D 3D
1 0 3D
I D 3D
D 3D
: D 3D
•: D SD
.
D SD
D 3D
M D 3D
N D 3D
N D 3 D
N D SD
D 3D
SA A N D 3D
SECTION II. irSTHUCTIONAL 3THATSCIZS EVALUATION
This section II of the Questionnaire is designed to provide
information concerning teachers' perceptions of their own ins-
tructional strategies.
Each question of this Questionnaire describes a situation
that is likely to occur in classrooms where Life Cycles is
being taught. Sven though you may be involved with other units,
you will be able to answer the questions since the situations
are typical of those that may arise in any other science unit.
Read each question and circle the letter for the response
you consider best. Although there is more than one acceptable
answer to many questions, please limit yourself to one.
1. After you have demonstrated how to plant seeds at a depth of
1/2 inch, several children bury their seeds 2 to 3 inches
deep in the soil. iVhat would you do?
a. Ask them to remove the seeds and follow directions.
b. Ask them why are they planting them so deep.
c. Tell them the seeds may rot if they don't do as you say.
d. Suggest that they plant two extra seeds 1/2 inch deep,
just to see what happens.
e. Say nothing, and if their seeds do not germinate help
the children investigate possible causes.
2. During a discussion following the first seed-planting acti-
vity, several children express concern that they will not
be able to tell which plants come from which seeds. './hat
would you do?
a. Ask the class how they might solve this problem.
b. Tell them you will name the plants when the time comes.
c. Smile and say nothing.
d. Encourage other questions and list them for the children.
e. Propose they make little tags denoting where each seed
is planted.
3. The class is discussing the sequence of changes in their
f
rowing bean plants. ;<'ary insists that the "'wrinkly thing"
the cotyledon) on her plant is growing into a new bean.
Vihat would you do?
a. Ask the others what they think.
b. Ask her to explain the reason for her prediction.
c. Ask her how she could prove her prediction.
d. Explain why the cotyledon could not grow into a new bean.
4.
Tin and Ed did an experiment to prove that "water makes
things grow". Into a single glass of water they placed
squash seeds, a pea, some grass (pulled up by the roots),
and a small twig from a shrub. After one week the material
began to rot. They reported to the class: '".Vater makes
things die." V/hat would you do?
a. Explain to the class why the material rotted.
b. Tell the boys in private why their experiment "failed"
.
c. encourage the boys to try other plant materials such aspotato, radish seeds, and onion.
d. Say nothing now, but remind the class of the boys 'expe-
riment the next ti.me plants are to be '/watered.
e. Ask the children if they agree with the conclusion Tim
and Ed reached.
5. The childrera have pasted sequential pictures of the pea plant
in the order they prefer. In a discussion you ask what the
sequence represents, and no one responds. What would you do?(Life cycle .has already been "invented").
a. Tell them it represents the life cycle of a pea plant.
b. "Reinvent" life cycle.
c. Encourage several children to tell the story shown by their
sequence of pictures.
d. Say nothing and end the activity.
6 . Shortly 'after you have distributed the fruit flies, two or
three children open their vials inspite of your instructions
to the contrary, .i/hat would you do?
a. Make these children "do v/ithout" for the remainder of the
chapter's activities.
b. Determine why they opened their vials.
0. Stop the class activity for a moment and explain the disa-
dvantage of loosing the flies,
d. Suggest they help recapture the flies after school.
7. On monday morning you return to your classroom to find that
all of the tadpoles in the container had died. '.'Jhat would you do
a. Pour the contents out, say nothing to the children, and go
on to the next chapter.
b. Leave the container as you found it and encourage the chil-
dren to help find out why the tadpoles died.
c. Pour the contents out and tell the children you have ordered
more.
d. Ask other teachers or the science consultant why the tadpoles
may have died and tell your pupils what you find out.
8 . One week after the mealworms have been distributed, several
children complain that someone has taken some of their meal-
worms. Vihat would you do?
a. Ask them if there are any other changes in their petri dishes
b. Check several petri dishes to determine if the mealworms are
missing or have changed to pupae.
c. Tell the children that they were probably careless.
d. Tell them the mealworms have probably changed to pupae.
9.
Bob is excepcionally interested in the metamorphosis of
mealworms to beetles. Ke asks you if he can brig some
earthworms to school for an experiment and watch them
change into beetles . .Jhat would you do?
a. Encourage him to carry out his experiment and a second
experiment using caterpillars.
b. Suggest he go ahead but warn him not to be surprised if
it does not v/ork.
0 . Tell him that earthv/orms do not turn into beetles,
d. Suggest he get a book about earthv/orms from the libra-
ry instead.
.
10. You have shovm the class how to identify plants by compa-
ring the flowerpot plants with those in the labeled planters.
The children frown and look at you in silence . What would
you do?
a. Conclude that the activity is to difficult for them and
do something else.
b. Repeat the demonstration but pause after each step to
find the reasons for their confusion.
c. '.Vork v/ith small groups of advanced students to determine
the problem.
d. Tell them to listen more carefully and repeat the ins-
tructions .
11. You have just shovm two groups of objects (living and non-
living) for the first time, in chorus the class tells you
?We already did that last year!'*, /.'hat would you do next?
a. Encourage the children to describe what they did last year.
b. Follow through with the activity just as plaxmed to be
certain the children have the experience.
c. Go on to the next activity.
d. Ask several childrea to take turns being the teacher and
to teach about living and nonliving objects.
12. The class is deciding v/hich of the following are plants and
which are animals: a pea plant, sunflower seeds, an apple,
mealworms, and a tadpole. A few children insist that the
apple and sunflov/er seeds do not go in either group..'/hat
would you say to these children?
a. Ask them how the apple and the sunflower seeds are
different from plants or animals.
b. Ask them to explain the reason for their choice.
c. Tell them thay are right - the apple and seeds are
only carts of plants.
d. Put the apple and seeds in a third group and ask what
the third grouo could be called.
_
^
e. Ignore their responses since you know their ability
anyway
.
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13. Two children brin« in a ladybug. They are arguing over
whether ladybugs are bugs or animals. ’.Vhat would you do?
a.
- Tell them they are both wrong; it is an insect.
b. Ask them to look it up in a book.
c. Ask the children to tell you how bugs and animals are
different; and. how they are alike.
d. Ask then to stop arguing.
l^. You have just called the class together to describe and
compare their observations of the tadpoles. How would you
begin the discussion?
a. Ask each c.hild to describe just one thing he has obser-
ved.
b. Ask the children "V/hat have you observed today?"
c. Briefly review the observations you have made,
di Ask what changes the children have found.
15 . You are ready to distribute pieces of fruit to the children
for their first exploratory activity in hunting for seeds.
What strategy would you use?
a. Ask the children to sit in a circle while they they work.
b. Ask the children to work in small groups.
c. Plan no formal arrangement; let the children choose where
they wish to work.
d. Assign teams and a job to each team member; finding the
seeds, counting the seeds, recording the number of seeds,
and cleaning up.
t
16. Suppose you are going to teach a unity on the pendulum
to students of an introductory Physics course.
To answer the questions, please use examples whenever
appropriate
.
a) How would you introduce the topic?
b) How would you follow through?
c) What would you do to organize a lab activity on the
pendulum?
d) Waht type of assignments on the pendulum would you
make to the students?
e) How would you select items for a test on the pendulum?
Answer Key and Profile
Each response to the items of section II of the Question
naire is classified according to six pairs of categories repr
senting opposing approaches to teaching (A-AA, 3-3B, . .
.
,?-FF
)
These categories are described in the profile.
To identify the category of each of the respondents'
ajisv/ers we will locate his response on the answer key. For
instance, if response (c) is chosen for question 1, we would
circle EZ.
To use the profile, we will compare the number of
responses in each pair of related categories and find their
difference. For instance, if two of the responses on the key
fall into category S and one falls into SE, the result is
2-1= 1, in favor of E. VJe would then circle the first dot
to the left of zero, which indicates that the respondent
has a slightly above average interest in using children's
conflicts to stimulate thinking. After completion of the
profile, the points will be connected with a heavy line.
The pattern of the profile will provide information concern-
ing teachers' expectations or goals.
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Five open-ended questions. Eac.b answer
will be classified as G (inquiry) or
GG (lecture-demonstration), according
to the definitions of these two terms
used in this study.
J
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PROFILE
Average
ir:>^uiRY <? i* 1 2 1 Q 1 2 3^5 LZCTUPE
Encourages children to
express their own ideas
and describe their expe-
riences
AA Encourages children
to expect or depend
on authoritative
answers and explana-
tions
Encourages children to
explore, experiment .auid
resolve uncertainties
and problems • .
BB Inhibits or prevents
children from explo-
ring, experimenting,
and resoivir^g uncer-
tainties and problems
Analyzes or investigates
unexpected outcomes or
responses
.
CC Fails to analyze or
investigate unexpec-
ted outcomes or re-
ponses
Recognizes and improvises
to meet the needs of in-
dividual children or the
class • . • * •
DD Fails to recognize
or ignores the needs
of individual chil-
dren or the class
Uses children's miscon-
ceptions , conflicts , or
"wrong" answers to sti-
mulate thinicing •
EE Corrects children’s
misconceptions and
mistakes ; arbitrarily
settles conflicts
JCodifies teaching stra-
tegy -to fit the type of
lesson: exploratory,
invention, discovery # •
Uses the inquiry approach
to teaching when asked to
plan a unit oji a specific
science topic” # •
FF
GG
Fails to modify tea-
ching strategy to
fit the type of
lesson: exploratory,
invent! on , disc overy
Uses the lecture-
demonstration
approach to teaching
when asked to plan
a unit on a specific
science topic
SECTIOr: III. Suggestions for :urriculuj and -.nstructional
Strategies Isorovement
In this section you will have the opportunity to show your
views about the Portuguese Secondary Science Curriculuti.
1.
V/hat do you think are the xajor 5tren.»;th3 of the Portuguese
Secondary Science Curriculum?
2.
V/hat do you think are the r.ajor weaknesses of the sar.e
curriculum?
3.
V/hat suggestions do you have for inproving the secondary
science curriculum?
4.
V/hat suggestions do you have for improving the performance
of the secondary science teachers?
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jSCTIOf: IV. Teacher nac!c.~round Inrorr.ation
Please indicate the appropriate ansv/er to each question by
placing a " beside your answer.
l.Aire: 20-25 26-31 32-37 Over 3S
2.3ex: .'.'ale re.Tiale
3 • Oe^^ree : C3 f-.A i-'S Doctorate
iv. Internship: Tes iVo
5.iIov.' D'Any years have you had as a teacher?
Q~3 ^-6 7-9 Over 10
6.
'..'hat tirades do you teach?
7th crade 3th grade 9th grade 10th grade 11th grade
7. ./hat is your pri.aary teaching area? (Please specify belov;)
8. To '.vhat extent do you feel lcov;ledgeable about educational
psychology?
To a great extent
To a considerable extent....
To a liitited extent
Not at all . . .^
9.’./ould you be interested in attending; a series of tv.'o-hour
workshops (6 or 3), in your area, on Science Teac.hin.r and
the DevelopiPcnt of Reasoning? (Chec.k oneanswer and then add
. ^y comments you have)
Definitely yes fes r:o Unsure
Comments
:
APPENDIX 2
CLASSROOM TEST OF FORT/LAL OPERATIONS
PROPORTIONAL REASONING
Testing and scoring procedures
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I • General Testing Procedures
1. Students should be seated with empty seats between them,
if possible.
2. Explain to the students that their class v/ill participate
in a study intended to show future teachers the wide varie-
ty of reasoning or problem-solving strategies that are use-
ful in solving certain scientific and mathematical problems.
3. Pass out the test and a chain of nine no.l clips to each
student
.
4. Have the students fill in the information on the top of
each answer sheet and then read the directions.
5. Explain that the students will progress through the test
as a class. An effort will be made not to press students
for time. However when about four fifths of the class has
handed in their answers to the first section, call for
• «
*
attention and introduce the second question. The entire
test normally takes 20 to 25 minutes.
6. It is impojTtant that students understand the situations
and the questions. However individuals with questions
should be referred to the data on the test and care must
be taken, not to provide hints as to the correct solution.
7. When students hand in the papers, the papers should be
briefly scanned by the administrator of the test, who will
ask students wixh incomplete or obscure ansewrs to clarify
their reasoning in writing.
Specii'lc Testing Procedures for the Pro'portional
Reasoning Teat
1. Have the students make their own measurements of the
height of Mr. Short using paper clips in a chain provided.
2. Tell the students that Mr. Short on their papers has a
friend, Mr. Tall, also drawn on a piece of paper or on
the board, and that the two figures, when measured by
a row of large round buttons placed side by side, were
found to be four buttons and six buttons respectively,
from floor to head (write the data on the board).
3. Read aloud the items on the answer pages and urge the
students to complete their explanations about the height
of Mr. Tall and the width of the car.
III. Scoring Procedures
The responses provided by the students on the answer page
will be assigned to the following categories:
Category I (Intuitive) ; The explanation does not make use of
all the data, or uses the data in a haphazard and illogical
way.
Category A (Additive
)
i The explanation focuses on a single
difference (tall-short or paper-clips-buttons ) uncoordinated
with other differences and solves the problem by addition.
Category Tr (Transitional): The explanation shows only par-
tial proportional reasoning, or makes reference to concrete
comparisons or iterations.
Category R (Ratio) ; The explanation uses a proportion or de-
rives the exact scale ratio from Mr .Tall/Mr .Short dimensions
or button/paper-clip relationship. No concrete or iterative
procedures employed.
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APPENDIX 3
CLASSROOM TEST OF FORT^IAL OPERATIONS
CONTROL OF VARIABLES
Testing and Scoring Procedures
U9
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THE PENCUL’u'M
Introducti on
This task is ona of a series developed by the team 'Concepts in Secondary
Maths i Science* at Chelsea College, University of London in the period
1973/78 in order to investigate the relationship bet’.<een the cptimum
Piaqetian level at which a pupil can function and the understanding of
Science which he or she can achieve.
This Task investigates the pupil's ability to sort out the ef'ects of
three variables. Hew the Length, Weight, and Push of a pendulo determine
the period of oscillation. Of course only the length is important, but
the student has to cverccre strong intuitive feelings to realise this. To
be successful the pupil must be able to design experiments which control the
non-experi mental variables and make deductions from demonstrated evidence.
The task is based on Chapter 4 of Inhelder and Piaget's "The Grawth of
Logical Thinking".
Equionent : Stopclock or watch with second hand
2 weights (say ICO and 400 gram slotted weights on hangers)
2 strings looped at either end. (Loop to loop distances of
69 OB and 35 cm will give about 17 and 22 swings in half a
minute. The numbers are net critical, but try to avoid
lengths giving either IS or 20 swings.)
Firm support to hang pendulum from.
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Administration
There are not many questions in this Task, so your skill as a teacher
should be used for creating a comparatively relaxed and slow-moving
situation in which your pupi Is get the maximum opportunity to reflect on
the questions which are asked. At any stage feel free to re-phrase any
question in any way so that the problem for the pupils is the one on the
page, and not that of understanding v/hat the question is about. Here
we are trying to maximise the possibility of finding the same range of
responses which one might obtain by individual interview. Allow about
45 minutes to complete the task.
A.l Introduce the Task as a series of experiments to find out what
factors determine how fast a pendulum swings. Talk through
the first page showing them the combinations, with your
apparatus, which are given on the cover of their response-sheets.
“Gentle" and "Hard" may seem loose to you as a trained scientist
but they do not worry the pupils. Occasionally at the end of
the task a-few students complain that the push was not standard-
ised, but there is no evidence to indicate that their
performances were affected. Make sure they understand that
'how fast', means "How many swings in a given time" and not the
velocity of the v/eights while swinging. Ask them to turn over,
and write in the first combination of variables in the columns
in the box opposite A.l, and to make a v/ild guess about the
number of swings. Perform the experiment by starting the
weight at the bottom, and swinging it very gently out (keep a slight
tension on the string so that it doesn't 'bounce'). Time whole
swings, "Zero", "One", "Two", etc., and stop the pendulum aftar
half a minute. Round offthe number of swings to a v/hole number.
Ask pupils to record the result. The first three questions
(A1
,
A2 and A3) are not assessed but are designed to help focus
the pupil's attention on the problem.
A.2 Ask them to write in the new combination of variables in the
box opposite A2, tell them that their guess is again a 'free'
one, and is just there to help them think, and perform as in
Al. Again, ask the pupils to record the result.
A.3 Ask for their ideas about how the three variables affect the
number of swings. '<Je want answers of the form: "If it is
longer then ..."
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A. 44 It Is hoptd W<at by asking for th»ir ideas in question A3
b some pupils will then distinguish bet\<een their ideas and the
evidence In A4. They \i\\\ probably think that the t\<o questions
are the same, so point our that "here we are Interested in what.
If anything, this particular couple of experiments $hc\«". If
they feel they have alrtaoy ans\<ered this question, then of
course they can write "see above*. The "if anything" Is a
hint to the Intelligent child who might be worried that he
must deduce something from every experiment. Oo not labour
the point.
A.4c Make sure they realise that there are THRES parts to their
answers.- 1) a nex'f combination of Length, Weight and Push,
2) a reason for choosing it, and 3) an explanation of how It
ties In with the first two.
A. 5 This page tests their experimental economy, (a typical concrete
6 operational strategy Is to "try everything") and their awareness
that variables must be controlled. Explain In your o\xn words
that here we are trying to find out how they would have
Investigated this on their own. "Kow \yould they plan the
experiments?" Let them write their ccmblnatlons
,
and then
draw their attention to the note In brackets, about being
economical.
A.7a Say that for this pendulum the "LONG", "HEAVY" etc. weren’t quite
b the same as for the one vou demonstrated, ask then to imagine
they are looking critically at soreone else's experiment, so
they cannot compare the values with A1 and A2. In this question
we get the 3A response from the last part of the question, so for
question a) "What do they tell us about the effect of the PUSH?"
emphasise that It Is Just these two results they should use, and
ask them for a fairly explicit answer, i.e. their deduction and
also their reason for making it. This should enable them to
give us a 38 response by pointing cut that no proper deduction
can be made. Head through the last part (b). Make sure they
have all finished, and only then ask them to turn over to the
last side.
Section B, page four Is the most crucial part of the task. Two more
combinations of variables are demonstrated. SS tests their ability to
analyse the data reflectively. Here Is where most of the evidence is
gained as to whether a pupil Is using late Fomal Operational thinking.
Note that the four combinations set up in Section 8 control the variables
so as to allow for unambiguous deductions about the effect of LENGTH (Exp.
2
and Exp. 4), and WEIGHT (E.xp.l and Exp. 4), but appear not to control the
other variables In respect of PUSH. In fact, once the effect of WEIGHT
has been deduced, then Exp. 2 and Exp. 3 can be used to deduce tne (non)
effect of PUSH, and the pupil Is given a chance to sho-w this, either in
B5e(PUSH), or in 85g. It is difficult to spot that the evidence is still
sufficient for PUSH, so In 3Sg a 38 assessment can be reached by the
alternative strategy of explaining that, for PUSH, the other variables
were not controlled.
It Is Important that the data Is as clear as possible. Ask them to write
In the values from Al and A2, to fill In the details for 83, and to have a guess
about the number of swings. Remind them that their guesses are not
ii5j(jjed, but are designed to help them In their thinking; If their guess is
close to the experimental result then their thoughts are probably on
the
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right track, but if not, then they know that they have to think again.
Ccmonstrate Q3 and EflSURE that the answer is the saire as 32, ask them'
to record. For the Hard push, swing the pendulum about 30o from the
vertical. Repeat the above for 34 and this time make sure the answer
is the same as 31.
Explain in your o;/n words that using just these four experiments we want
them to deduce the affect, and direction of each factor, e.g. “if you
think they sho-.v that weight has an effect, then don't just write 'it has
an effect' but say 'if the weight is heavier then you get fewer/more swings
in half a minute". Explain also that different combinations of the four
experiments may ba necessary for their various conclusions. Ask them to
write in the box labelled ''experiments'* only those (from 31 - 84) they
really need in order to make their deductions.
8.5g In your own words point out that "maybe you found one of the
factors rather more difficult to determine than the other tv(0 .
If so, say which (and if not, that's O.K.), and then you've a
choice of answers. EITHER show how you used the evidence
to make your deduction, OR explain why you think the data is
insufficient".
Assessment
Score each result as "1" for adequate, and "0" for inadequate and record
on the class assessment sheet. Treat each answer only for the information
it gives at the level specified for the question (see Summary of Answers
and top of Assessment Sheet). Thus if it a "33" question as in BSg
ignore ingenious replies at the 23 level. Similarly a higher level
response to a "23" question still only gains credit at the 23 level.
Summary of Answers
Although these notes on assessment cannot be exhaustive, try and follow
them as closely as possible; remember, however, that we do not want you
to be just a scoring-machine, but rather to maximise your understanding
of how your pupils think.
A.1, A. 2 & A. 3 Do not assess
A.4a LENGTH Score "1" either for "Can'.t tell because you haven't
controlled variables" (a 38 response) OR "longer
string; less swings" ( a 28 response). Score "0" for
•Length has a large effect". Use A. 3 answer if in doubt. (23)
A.4b liEIGHT & PUSH Score "1" only for a 33 response; an argued refusal-
to deduce anything positive. For example, "You
can't tell because you've varied everything at once". (38)
Score only for a 3A level of response, that is,
a new experiment which explicitly combined with
A.l, and A. 2 would enable the effect of one named
variable to be decided. For example, "Long, Light,
Hard with A. 2 tells you about PUSH" (3A)
A. 5 Score "O'* for a whole list of experiments.
Score "1" if they have given you LONG, HEAVY,
GENTLE, and starred the others (if any). Score
"1“ if they have given one more correct pair
(like SHORT, LIGHT, GENTLE and LONG, LIGHT, GENTLE),
but they must be correctly ordered, (do not allo-w
SHG, LHH, LHG, SHH), OR, just such a pair with the
original experiment starre^I~
A.6 As in A. 5, score "0" for a v/hole list of experi-
ments. Score "1” if they have given you SHORT,
LIGHT GENTLE, and/or one other pair.
A. 7a Effect of Push Score "1" for "nothing, because you've varied
length", etc.
Score "0" if they have concluded anything
positive about PUSH.
A. 7b Other
arrangements
Score "1" for LONG, HEAVY, GENTLE or SHORT,
HEAVY, HARD, or both, or another sensible pair,
but ignore a Tong list.
B.3 & B.4 Do not assess their guesses.
B.Sa.b LENGTH ScoVe "1“ in 2B column if they've given the
effect of length right and only then,
score "1" in 3B column for li.2 +'p.4 ONLY ,
Do not give the 38 rating without the effect
correct.
B.5c,d WEIGHT Score "1" in 3A column for correct deduction
that weight has no effect and only then,
score "1" in 38 column for 8.1 i 8.4 ONLY.
Do not give the 38 rating without the effect
correct.
B.Se.f.g PUSH Score both these questions for one 3A and one
38 response. There are tv/o acceptable
strategies: either a deduction that push has
no effect, or a realisation that since the
variables have not been controlled it is
difficult to draw any conclusions.
So, score "1" in 3A column for deduction that
push has no effect, then score "1" in 38 column
if they have chosen 8.1 and 8.4, followed by
B.2 and 8.3 for the experiments. They can also
gain a 38 rating by arguing in B5e that since
they have eliminated weight as a variable, then
by comparing 8.2 and 8.3 they can see that push
has no effect.
Alternatively, score "1" in 3A column if they have
said "you cannot tell about push" but only if this
is supported by an answer to at least the 3A level
in B.6, e.g. "you need tv/o experiments like L,H,G
and L,M,H". This reply is no higher than that
necessary for the 3A question A. 7. To score 1
in the 38 column they must argue that no deduction
is possible since the variables have not been
adequately controlled.
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Scoring rules - 6 -
(Read from the top, go dov/n this list until you find a combination which
fits the pupil.)
THREE or more 3B items right 38
FOUR or more 3A or 38 items right, v/ith Tl/0 effects
right (remember that the effect
.
of LEflGTH (BSa) is 3A
a 2B item and cannot be counteo in the FOUR higher
items, but the effects of WEIGHT (B5c) and PUSH (3Se)
can).
FOUR or more 3A or 3B items right, but without TWO
effects. 2B/3A
THREE 3A or 3B items right 2B/3A
TWO 3A or 3B items right plus BS LEtiGTH ,(2B) 2B/3A'
ONE 3A or 3B item right plus A.Aa ‘ 2B
BS LENGTH (2B) right 2B
TWO or less right, without A. 4a 2B-
Hote that these rules only formalise a 2/3 success principle: If the
pupils can give responses characteristic of a stage in 2 out of every 3
possible occasions, then we assume that this, at least, is their capacity
most of the time.
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KAM£
BOY OR GIRL
SCHOOL .....
today's OATt
CUSS
OATt or BIRTH
aaoth ]r««r
THE rCVDUmH
W« 4r* cola( w nak* 4 paodulum. u4 la| aithar a SHORT sr LOM tcrinj,
and a LIGHT ar HEAVY
and va vtll axerc a CET-TLE or haRO puah.
SHORT acrlnt LOHC alrla|
2
?
I
UGHT vaishc
s
HEAVY walght
GEKTLE pui'h
or
(narrow awing)
HARD push
or
(wlda swing)
ThiJ task will ba about tha numbar at swings lha pandulua nakea In a (Ivan tloa
( ^ • alnutc).
i
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Al.
A2.
SHORT stTlns, HEAVY w«ljht.
Your
svlnjs.
CE^^TL£ push.
Exporlinane
long string, LIGHT walght, CEHTLE push.
Your
S'***** swings. Exparlment-
length weight push number of
*«lng» In
VQlnuta
A3. What affect do you chink LENGTH, WEIGHT, and PUSH have on the
numbar of swings in half a Ednuta?
UNCTHs
HEIGHT
(
POSHs
AAa. Now, what can we tell, lust from these experiments
, about the effect of
LENGTH, WEIGHT and PUSH on the number of swings?
LENGTHS
WEIGHT:
PUSH:
AAb. Write down one sore experiment that you think would be worth trying next .
and explain why you have chosen it. Also explain how this new experiment ties
In with experiment 1 or 2:
2
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AS. loagin* chac v« start agaia with
cxparlnant I ^
Which other arrangements would
you use to TEST the elfect that
LENGTH has on tha number of swingsl-
(But please use as few arrangements
as possible; put a stat<*) next to any
arrangements that you don't really
need.)
A6. Again starting with experiment I—
how would you test for the effect
that WEIGHT has? >
(But, again, use as fav arrangements
as possible;
again put a star(*) next to any
arrangements that you don't really
need.)
A7. Imagine we tried these two arrangements
(with another pendulum) y
What do they tell us about the effect
of the push?
length weight
SUORT
SHORT
LCNS
SHcer
HEAVY
push
CjEAnif
HEAvy
Heavy
HARP
CfOiTLS
iS
20
If there are any other arrangements
that you think you would really need
to be sure of the effect of the push,
write them down >
(and cross-out any of the original two
arrangements chat you don't need).
I
1 60
u -
length weight push
1
* of
. swings In
If minute
Bl. Experiment 1 "y StoCT HcAvy nJ>m£
B2. Experiment 2 —
^
LCf^ UGKT dEAfTLE
B3. LONG string. HEAVY weight, HARO push.
your
ruosss swings. Experiment 3 >
B4. SHORT string LIGHT weight, CEMTLE push.
your
£U«3St swings. Experiment 4
BS. Mow write down whet these four exnerlnents alone teil us about the effect
of I.£MCTH, WbICHT and ?USH on the numbec of swings,
aiid, for each factor, note down only those exparlnents that you need to use:
LflMCTH e:^criaents
WEIGHT: experincncs
PUSH: experiments
B6. Is the evidence weaker for deciding about one of the factors than it is
for the others!
If so . say which factor:
and
EITHER show that the evidence OR explain why it is insufficient.
Is still sufficient.
©CheUaa Coltega 1977
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APPENDIX 4
LOGICAL REASONING TEST
162
Directions
;
1. For most of the questions on this test you will need
only to place a cross (X) in the space on the answer
sheet. For a few of the questions, you will be asked
to give two or three answers. Instructions for
answering these questions will be given when they
appear in the test.
2. Several questions refer to diagrams and you should
examine these diagrams closely before answering these
questions
.
3. If you have to change an answer, erase it completely
and mark the new choice.
4. Try to answer all the questions; if you are not sure
of an ansv«r, then choose the one that you think is
most apt to be right.
5- Think carefully before you answer each question.
1. In the diagram following, the line XT2 represents a wall. A
ball is-throv/n at the wall so that it always hits at point f.
Angle 1 equals angle 6, angle 2 equals angle 5, and angle 3
equals angle 4.
Z'X
c
If a ball bounces from point Y to point 3 it must have been
thrown from:
(a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D (e) E
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Here is a new diagram similar to the first one. Study it
carefully and use it to answer questions 2 and 3.
X Y Z
A C
2. If a ball is throv/n from point 3 to point Y on the v/all, it
will bounce to:
(a) A (b) S (c) C (d) F (e) G
3. If a ball bounces from point Y on the wall to point A it
must have been thrown from:
(a) A (b) E (c) C (d) F (e) C
4. In the diagram below, a ball is thrown from point A to point
Y on the wall.
X Y Z
The angle the return path of the ball makes with CY is
:
(a) 50*’ (b) 75' (c) 65* (d) 4cr (e) 25'
5
.
A ball is thrown from somev/here in the section marked"Right
Side” in the diagram following. The ball hits the wail at
point Y and bounces to point C.
X Y Z
C
D
1 64
The size of the angle from YZ
, the point from which the ball
must be thrown, is*
(a) 25 (b) ko (c) 65 (d) 60 (e) 50
Suppose you have a balance scale similar to the one in thediagram following. Study the diagram carefully; answer
questions 6-7.
V/eights which can be used:
rTF
r
5 lbs 5 lbs
1 lb
10 lbs
15 lbs
10 lbs
15 lbs
6. A five pound weight is hung at point D. How can you balance
the arm?
(a) Hang a one pound weight at A.
(b) Hang a ten pound weight at J.
(c) Hang a five pound weight at H.
(d) Hang a ten pound weight at E.
(e) Hang a five pound weight at K.
(f) It is impossible.
7. A five pound weight is hung at point E and a ten pound weight
at point C. How can you balance the arm?
(a) Hang a five pound weight at G and a ten pound v/eight at J.
(b) Hang a ten pound weight at H and a one pound v/eight at K.
i
c) Hang a fifteen pound weight at I and a one pound v/eight at H.
d) Kang a ten pound weight at I and a five pound weight at G.
e) It is impossible.
(f) Hang a five pound weight at I and a ten pound weight at G.
1 65
Questions 8-10 are called syllogisms. Each syllogism consists
of two premises and a conclusion. You are to determine whether
each conclusion is valid or not.
Ex^ple
:
PIj No one-year-old babies can walk.
P2j Paul is a one-year-old baby.
C« Paul cannot v/alk.
This is a valid conclusion.
8. PI: Not all R's are T's
P2: All T’s are M’s
C: Some R's may not be M’s.
(a) True (b) False
• 9« Pl« All coal is white.
P2; All v/hite coal produces red smoke 'when burning.
C: Therefore, v/hen coal burns the smoke is grey.
• (a) True (b) False
10. PI: V/hen John gets angry at Mary, he hits her.
P2: John is not angry at Mary
C: Therefore, John will not hit Mary.
(a) True (b) False
The diagram follov/ing represents two open-top containers
with water in them. There is a length of hose connecting
them that will allow water to pass from one container to
the other. Container B has a larger disimeter than container
A. Use the diagrsun to ansv/er questions 11 and 12.
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11. Container A and container B are moved dovm an equal distance.
Vihat v/ill the water levels in the containers do?
(a) Stay at the origi.nal height above the table.
(b) Chsinge so that the level in A is above the original height
and the level in 3 is belov/ the original height.
(c) Chajige so that the level in 3 is above the original height
and the level in A is below the original height.
(d) Change so that the levels in A and 3 are the same distance
above the original height.
(e) Change so t.ha-c the levels in A and 3 are the same distance
belov/ the original height.
12. Container A and container B are moved up an equal distance.
What will the water levels in the containers do?
(a) Stay at the original height above the table.
(b) Change so that the levels in A and B are the same distance
below the original height.
(c) Change so that the level in A is above the original height
and the level in 3 below the original height.
(d) Change so that the levels in A and B are the same distance
above the original heig.ht.
(e) Change so that the level in 3 is above the original height
and the level in A below the original height.
The apparatus follov/ing can be used to throw shadows onto
a screen. The rings pictured can be placed at points D, S,?,
or any^•/here along lines through each of the three points
between the light and screen. The shadov/s that are referred
to in the questions are the circular shadows of the rings
only, not the ring stands. The distances of points D,S,?,
from the screen arc indicated above and the distances of
points D,E,F from the light are indicated below the appara-_
tus. Study the diagram carefully and use it to answer questions
13-1^.
Ring Oumetcr
C
1
'
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13* Ring A is placed at point D and when its shadow falls onto the
screen the size of its shadow is neasured. Ring A is removed
and ring B is placed at D. The size of 3's shadow is measured.
The two shadows formed:
(a) will be of equal size.
(b) will be of unequal size, the shadow of A being larger
than the shadov/ of B.
(c) will be of unequal size, the shadow of 3 being larger
than the shadow of A.
(d) will be of unequal size, the shadow of A being smaller
than the shadow of 3.
14. Ring 3 is placed at point D and when its shadow falls onto
the screen the size of its shadow is measured. Ring 3 is
removed and ring C is placed at D. The size of C's shadov/
on. the screen is neasured. The two shadov/s formed:
(a) will be of equal size.
(b) will be of unequal size, the shadow of 3 being larger
than the shadow of C.
(c) will be of unequal size, the shadow of C being larger
than the shadow ofB.
(d) will be of unequal size, the shadow of 3 being smaller
than the shadow of C.
The diagram following represents two glasses (a small one
and a large one ) and two jars (a small one and a large one )
.
Use this diagram, for question 15*
15 . It takes six large glasses of water or nine small glasses
of water to fill the small jar, and it takes eight large
glasses of v/ater to fill the large jar, then how many small
glasses of water does it take to fill the large jar?
(a) 10 (b) 15 (c) 11 W 16 (e) 12
Questions 16-21 are called verbal analogies . Verbal analogies
consist of two pairs of words, each pair having the same re-
lationship. For sample, in is to out as ud is to down . The
common relationship between in- out and up-dovm is that they
are opposites. Order of the pair of v/ords is also important.
Although peel is to banana as cai.nt is to house is correct,
peel is to banana as house is to oaint is incorrect. In the
follov/ing questions you are to choose two or three words that
will best complete each analogy. Some questions require tv/o
ansv/ers and some require three.
Example
:
(a) tire
(b) motor
(c) highsvay
(d) map
is to car as
(e) anchor
(f) deck
(g) captain
(h) ’ ocean
is to ship
In this example, the best choices to complete the analogy
are highv/av and ocean resulting in the analogy: Highv/ay is
to car as ocean is to ship. In this case operates on is the
common relationship; a car operates on a highva,y and a ship
operates on the ocean. On the ansv/er sheet the above question
would be answered as shown below.
abed efgh
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ()()() (X)
Be careful to mark all required einswers for each question
on the answer sheet.
16 .
Task is to
(a) attempt
(b) completion
(c) work
(d) question
(e) problem
(f) chemical
(g) man
(h) ansv/er
is to solution
17.
light bulb is to
(a) switch
(b) v/ire
.
(c) socket
(d) electricity
(e
)
engine
(f canoe
(g jmotor
(h) steam
is
(i) boat
(j) engine
'* (k) tractor
(1) paddle
18. (a)v/alk
(b )toe
(c
)
knee
(d) foot
is to body as wheel is to
(e) roll
(f )• machine
(g) bicycle
(h) spokes
19. (a)cow
(b)horse
(c )sheep
(d}foot
is to flock as
(e )soldier
(f )sv/at:n
(g)
pack
(h) litter
is to
(i )bee
(
j)
pi«
(k) reginient
(l
)
wolf
20. (a)brain
(b )eye
(c
)
hat
(d) ear
is to head as
(e ) spring
(f )blanket
(g)
caster
(h) pillow
is to
(i )bedpost
( j Sticking
(k)bed
(1 )suau&er
21. (a) music
(b) house
(c) bench
(d) tuner
is to piano as
(e) chair
(f) leg.
(g) eat
(h ) furniture
is to table
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ANSIVER SliEtT
Name ' "KEY"
Date of birth ^oaonth day year fear in school
1. a b c d e
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) Scoring orocedures:
2. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
(X)
e
( )
In order to be c bunted
correct, questions 16-:21
3. a b c d e must be marked exactly as
( ) ( )• ( ) ( ) (X) they are marked on the key.
4. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
(X)
e
( )
Rating
5. a b 0 d e Formal 15-21
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) Transitional 10-14
6. a
( )
h
( )
•
c
(X)
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
Concrete or below 0-9
7. a b c' d e f
a
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( )
8. b
(X) ( )•
9. a - b
( ) (X)
10. a b
( ) (X)
11. a b c d e
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X)
12. a
'
b c d e
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( )
13. a b c d
( ) (X) ( ) ( )
14. a b c d
( ) (X) ( )• ( )
15. a b c d e
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X)
*
16. a b c d e f g h
( ) (X) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( )
17. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
(X)
e
( )
f
(X)
g h i j k
( ) ( ) ()()() 1(X)
18. a b c d e f g h
( )
a
( )
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) (X) ( )
19. b
( )
c
(X)
d
( )
e
(X)
f
( )
g h 1 j k
( ) ()()() (X) 1( )
20. a
( )
b
( )
c
(X)
d
( )
e
( )
f
(X)
g h i j k
( ) ()()() (X) 1( )
21‘. a
.( ).
b
( )
c
(X)
d
( )
e
(X)
f
( )
g h i j k
( ) ()()()() 1( )
APPENDIX 5
STANDARDIZED SURVEY INTERVIEW OF TEACHERS’
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PORTUGUESE SECONDARY
SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES
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The purpose of this survey interview is to find out how
Portuguese teachers appraise their schools in terms of the
curriculum and instructional strategies the teachers use.
The procedures used to plaji the survey interview are i
1. Developing the interview.
The questions that eventually formed the main body of the
interview were adapted from the recommendations of the
National Science Teachers Association (1) and from SCIS (2).
2. Selecting the sample of respondents.
The sampling design will include three groups of people
to be interviewed: a) Secondary school science teachers:
supervisors; and c) principals.
These people will be randomly selected from the schools
visited.
.
3. Conducting the interviews.
The interviewer will give the respondents a card listing
the goals and then will ask the questions. The interviewer
will check off the answers on the interview protocol.
4. Organizing the data. .
The organization of the response data from this survey
interview will consist of counts of responses to each
question amd the conversion of the counts into percentages
of the total sample.
(1) NSTA. "School Science Education for the 70 's", The
Science Teacher . 1971. pp.^6-51.
(2) SCIS Teacher’s Handbook . (Berkeley : Regents of the
University of California, 197^)
.
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3ZCTICM I. Science Curriculum and Instructior.al Strategies ^oala
This section of the inter'/iew is designed to provide you with an
opportunity to comment on the importance of some science curriculum
and instructional strategies goals.
Fifteen statements are presented below. From each of the items on
the list, please tell me whether you think it is a very important
(1), fairly important (2), not too important (3) or not important
at all (4) goal for the Portuguese Secondary Sc.hool Science Curri-
culum.
1. The major goal of science education is to develop scientifically
literate and personally concerned individuals with a high compe-
tence for rational thought and action.
2. The goal of science education should be to develop scientifically
literate citizens with necessary intellectual resources .values
,
attitudes, and inquiry skills to promote the development of man
as a rational being.
3 . Every individual should have an opportunity for many science
experiences, every year.
4. Every science teacher should be supplied with adequate science
facilities, equipment, supplies and time to utilize these.
5 . Science should be taught as a unified discipline, integrated
and/or coordinated with other disciplines, such as mathematics,
social sciences, economics, political science and others.
6. Emphasis should be placed on science processes, conceptual
schemes and values, and less emphasis on factual information.
7 . Direct experiences with the natural world or in the laboratory
should comprise the major portion of the science program.
3. Textbooks whould be written to facilitate inquiry rather t.han
describing what is known in science.
9 . Science education programs should include the study of ecology
related to science and technology, natural phenomena and their
social implications.
Instructional strategies used in the science programs should)
10. Encourage students to express their own ideas and describe
their experiences.
11. Encourage students to explore, experiment and resolve
uncertainties and problems.
12. Analize or investigate unexpected outcomes or responses.
13. i^ecognize and improvise to meet the needs of individual
students or the class.
14. Use students' misconceptions, conflicts, or "wong" answers
to stimulate thinking,
15. Offer students concrete experiences before concepts and
relationships are introduced.
SECTION II. Portuguese Secondary Science Curriculum and
Instructional Strategies
This section of the interview is designed to provide you
with an opportunity to comment on the appropriateness of the
Portuguese Secondary Science Curriculum and the instructional
strategies used by the teachers to achieve the goals listed
on the previous section.
In general, how would you evaluate tha appropriateness of
the Portug'uese Secondary Science Curriculum and 'the instruc-
tional strategies used by the teachers to ac.hieve the science
education goals?
Please rate the statements according to the following scale
1 - Vary inappropriate; 2 - Inappropriate; 3 - Appropriate;
4 - Very appropriate.
APPENDIX 6
PORTUGUESE VERSION OF THE INSTRUI.'JilNTS USED IN THIS STUDY
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Caro profassor,
Estou a proc«d«r a urn tstudo sobr* d«s«nvolvtm«nto cognitive
rciacionado com a matodologia a o curriculum sacundirio da
clSncias. 0 prasanta aatudo tarn dois objactivos. ^rimairo.as-
tudar a corrala^ao antra os rasuitados obtidos palos aiunos
r.um tasta, dastinado a avaliar padroas da racioclnio formal, a
variJ^vais tais como nival s6cio-aconiSnico
.
saxo, idada. grau da
ascolaridada
,
aprovaitamanto ascolar a grau da dlficuldada na
aquisi^So da concaltos ciantificos palos aiunos. Sagundo. obtar
iaformaqao sobra a astrutura do curriculum ciantlfico dos progra-
mas portuguasas do ansino sacundirio. assim como a matodologia
saguida palos profassoras.
Espara-sa qua os rasultados dasta astudo possam contribuir para
urn planaamanto mais aficianta do curriculum sacundirio da ciancias
a da astrat^gias da ansino apropriadas, da modo a qua o dasanvol-
vimanto intalactual dos aiunos saja urn dos principals objactivos
do ansino das ciancias.
0 Quastionirio asti dividido am quatro sacqoost 1) Avaliaqao do
Curriculum da Ciancias do Ensino Sacundirioi 2) Matodologia do
Ensino das CiSnciasj 3 )Comantirios sobra o Curriculum 3acu.nd4rio
da Ciancias a Mitodos da Ensino » 4) Informa^ao Biogriflca a Cur-
ricular do Profassor.
'iTo I nacassirio indiiar o sau noma ou assinar asta Quastionirio
.
Contudo. atandando aos objactivos dasta Juestionirio. agradacar-
-Iha-ia qua raspondassa tao honasta a complataaanta quanto pcssl-
val.
3a astivar intarassado am racabar um ralatirio sobra os rasultados
do prasanta astudo. logo qua astaja concluido. quaira fornacar o
sau noma a xorada. saparadamanta dasta quastion£rio.
Agradaqo antacipadamenta
.
I
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SZC^IO I. Avaliacao do Gurrieulua da Ciencias do Zr.sino Secundirio
Esta sec^ao do auestion^rio pretende obtar a sua opiniao sobre os
progracaas de ciencias do ensino secundirio ea Portugal.
3ao aprasentadas dezassete afiraaqoes. Fede>se-lhe que indique o
gnu de concordancia ou discordincia com cada uica das afiraaqoes.
3ao possiveis cinco< respostas : "Concordo Totalmente” (CT),
"Concordo" (C), "Neutro" (N), "Discordo" (D), "Discordo totaliente"
(DT). ^'So hd respostas certas ou erradas . As zelhores respostas sao
as que reflectern sinceramente a sua opiniao.
Por favor leia cada afirmaqao e assinale con una circunferencia a
resposta que escolher.
Afirmacoes Pesoostas
1 . : Os progranas de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
em Portugal permitem ao professor desenvolver
nos alunos a eapacidade de raciocinio. CT C N D DT
2.
Cs programas de cilncias do ensino secunddrio
em Portugal incentivam os alunos i investiga-
qao individual. CT C N D DT
3
.
i frequente os alunos abandonarem a escola
por nao conseg’.iirem corresponder ao que Ihes
i exigido pelos programas.
4.
Os orogramas de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
estao orientados de modo a salientarem proces-
sos e conceitos cientificos e a sua importdn-
cia social.
5 . Os orogramas de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
estao orientados de aodo a salientarem infor-
maqao tedrica.
6. Os livros de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
incentivam os alunos k investigaqao
.
7 . Cs livros de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
sao crganizados de modo a substituir as
experilncias no laboratorio.
3. Os programas de ciencias do ensino secunddrio
encorajam a memorizaqao.
9 . Os programas ds ciencias do ensino secunddrio
dao oportunidade aos alunos para trabalharem
individualmente
.
CT C N D DT
CT C N D DT
CT C X D DT
^
• w •• ^ •J-
CT C X D DT
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10 .
12 .
Os programas de ciencias do ensino secundirio
dao oportunidade aos alunos para trabalharem
integrados em grupos. CT D U.
As alteraqoes dos programs sao feitas por
imposiqao da administraqao central (iVi.ni3tSrio
)
CT C ft D DT
Os programas de ciencias do ensino secundirio
sao organizados de acordo com o desenvolvimen-
to cognitivo dos alunos. CT c N D DT
Os programas de ciencias do ensino secund^rio
provocam frustraqao nos alunos. CT c H D DT
Os programas de ciencias do ensino secundirio
provocam fnastraqao nos professores. CT c K D DT
Cs programas de ciencias do ensino secund^rio
salientam aos alunos a necessidade de inova^oes
socials e economicas para melhorar a condiqao
Humana
.
CT c N D DT
16. Os pro^raaas de oiencias do ensino secundirio
presumem que a .TAioria dos estudantes opera
a n£vel foraal (abstracto).
17. Os programas de oiencias do ensino secundirio
levam os alunos a relacionar o conteudo das
natlrias com o meio-ambiente atrav4s de expe-
riencias concretas.
CT C N D DT
CT c r: D DT
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3EC(J30 II. ^'etodologja do Insino das ^ilncias
Esta Sec^ao do Questionirio fornecerl inforaaqao sobr® os aitodos de
ensino utilizados pelos professores.
Cada pergunta que se segue descreve uaa possivel situaqao r.uaa aula
onde 0 professor ensina a unidade didactica - Ciclos de 7ida. Tesao
que aindanao tenha ensinado esta unidade, teri possibilidades de res-
ponder as perguntas visto que as situaqoes sao tfpicas de outras que
possam surgir em quailquer unidade didactica.
Leia cada pergunta e assinale com uma circunferencia a letra corres-
pondents k resposta que considerar mais apropriada. Eabora haja aais
do que uma resposta aceitkvel para muitas perguntas, por favor liai-
te a sua escolha apenas a uma resoosta .
1. lepois de ter demonstrado como se semeiaa sementes a uma profun-
dldade de 1,5 cm , alguns alunos colocam as sementes no solo a 5
e S cm de profundidade . Como procederia?
a. Dizia-lhes para retirar as sementes e seguir as ir.stru9 oes da-
das anterioraente.
b. Perguntava-lhes 'porque .estavam a semear as sementes aquela
profundidade
.
c. Dizia-lhes que as sementes se iriam estragar se eles nao pro-
cedessem como Ihes tinha dito anterioraente.
d. Sugeria-lhes que seaeassem aais duas sementes a 1,5 cm de pro-
didaide.
e. Nao Ihes dizia nada e se as sementes nao geraLnassem ajudaria
os alunos a investigar as possiveis causas.
2. Durante uma discussao a seguir k priaeira actividade com sementes,
alguns alunos dizem que nao serao capazes de distinguir as plantas
que nascerao de cada semente. Como procederia?
a. Perguntava k turma como se poderia resolver aquele problema.
b. Dizia-lhes que indicaria os nomes das plantas na altura apro-
priada.
c. oorria e nao diria nada.
d. Sugeria aos alunos que fizessem outras perguntas.
e. Propunha que colocassem pequenas etiquetas para indicar o local
onde cada semente fora semeada.
1. A turma discute as fases de crescimento dos feijoeiros que semearam.
uma aluna insiste que a "parte erurugada" (cot^edone) da sua pla.nta
estk a originar un novo feijao. Como procederia?
a. Perguntava aos outros alunos a sua opiniao.
b. Perguntava k aluna o aotivo da sua previsao. _
c. Perguntava a aluna como poderia provar a_3ua previsao.
d. Zxplicava a razao por que o cotiledone nao poderia originar un
novo feijao.
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4. Dois alur.os sfectuaran uira experiincia para provar qua "ai^a faz crescer as piantas". Mum simples copo de l^-ua coio-
caram sementas de pepino, uma ervtlha, um pouco de relva
(arrancada pela ralz) a am pequano ramo da arbusto. -assada
uma semana os materials comeqaram a astragar-se . Cs dois alu-
nos afirmaram antao na aula qua "a £g'aa mata as piantas".
Como procederia?
a. Zxplicava k rurma por qua razao o material se estragara.
b. Zxplicava aos dois alunos am particular porque falhara
a sua experiancia.
c. Sugeria aos dois alunos qua utilizassam outros material Si
tais como batatas, cebolas. a sementas de beterraba.
d. N’So dizia nada no momemto, mas recordava turaa a expe-
riincia dos dois alunos quando as piantas precisassem de
ser regadas.
a. Parguntava k classe sa concordava com a conclusao dos dois
alunos
.
5. Os alunos desenharam as fases de desanvolvixento da uma ervi-
Iheira pela ordem qua ales prefariram. Ao discutir o tasa o
professor pargunta o qua reprasenta aquela sequancia e nin-
gulm responde. Como procederia? (0 conceito de ciclo de vi-
da tinha sido introduzido aos alunos).
a. Dizia-lhes qua o desenho represantava o ciclo de vida da
arvilhaira.
b. Voltava a introduzir o conceito de ciclo de vida.
c. Zugeria a algur.s alunos que intarpratassem a sequencia
dos desenhos.
d. Nao dizia nada e terminava a actividade.
6. Depois de ter distribuido aos alunos moscas dentro de frascos,
dois ou tres alunos abriram os frascos nao obstante as ins-
tru(5 oes para nao o fazerem. Como procederia?
a. Oizia a estes alunos que teriam de prosseguir as suas
actividades sem os materials distribuidos
.
b. Parguntava- Ihes por que abriram os frascos.
c. Interrompia a aula por um momanto e raferia-se k incon-
vaniancia provocada pela perda das moscas.
d. Sugeria que os alunos daviam ajudar a racuperar as moscas.
7. Na segunda-feira de manha ao regressar a aula o professor
descobriu que tinham morrido todcs os girinos que estavac
num vaso. Como procederia?
a. Despejava o conteiudo do vaso, n£o dizia nada aos alunos,
a iniciava outra actividade.
b. Deixava o vaso como o tinha encontrado e media aos alunos
que tentassam descobrir por que tinham morrido cs girinos.
c. Despejava o conteudo do vaso e dizia aos alunos que
tinha encomendado mais girinos.
d. Perguntava a outros professores por qua teriam morrido
os girinos e dizia aos alunos o que viesse a descobrir.
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3. Qma scnana depots de diatri.buir blchoa-da-eeda aos aiunoa.al^na
destas queixaran-«a qua aljulm lhaa tlnha lavado alguna blchoa-
-da-aada. Corap procedorta?
a. Parguntava-lhaa aa tinhara notado raaia al^uraas difaranqaa noa
saus racipiantaa.
b. Inapaccionava alguna racipiantaa para aa cartificar la oa
btchoa-da-aeda tinhara realraenta daaapartcido ou aa aa tinhara
tranaforraado am casulos.
c. Dizia aoa alunoa quo provavalmanta alas tinhara aido pouco
cuidadoaos.
d. Oizia-lhaa qua provavairaanta os bichos-da-aada aa tinhara trans*
forraado ara caauloa.
9* Zxista na turma urn aluno axcepcionalraanta intarassado na mataraor-
fosa da larvas am borbolataa. ola pargunta-Iha aa ala poda trazar
al^raas rainhocas para a ascola para procadar a uraa axpariancia a
obsarvar como aa transforraam ara borbolataa. Como procadaria?
a. Apoiava a sua axpariancia a susaria-lha uraa sagunda axpariancia
utilizando bichos-da-aada.
b. Sugaria qua davia afsctuar a axpariancia raas aviaava>o da qua
nao davia admirar-aa aa a axpariancia n£o raaultassa.
c. Oizia-lha qua as rainhocas nao aa transforraam am borbolataa.
d. Sugaria ^ua ala laasa ura livro sobra rainhocas ara vaz da afactuar
a axpariancia.
10. 0 professor axplicou k turraa corao idantificar plantai coraparando-
as com as qua so ancontrara idantificadas ara vaaos apropriados.
Ca alunoa raostraram-aa apraansivos a olharam para o profaaaor am
siltncio. Como procadaria.
a. Concluia qua a actividada ora rauito diffcil para os alunoa a
passava para outra actividada.
b. Rapatia a damonstraqao parando am cada passo da raasraa para
dascobrir as razoas da confuaao dos alunoa.
c. Trabalhava com paquanos grupos do alunoa raais avanqadoa para
resolver os problamas.
d. Oizia-lhaa para prastaram raais atanq£o a rapatia as inatruqoaa.
11. 0 professor acabou de raoatrar dots grupos da matariais (orgfinicoa
a InorgAnicos) pala pricaira vaz. Era coro a turraa raaponda"J'l
fizamoa ioao o ano paaaado:". Como procadaria?
a. Padia aos alunoa para dascravaram o qua tinhara feito no ano
anterior.
b. Contlnuava com a axporlancia ati ao ftm.
c. Passava para a actividada saguinta.
d. Padia a virloa alunoa para sarvtrem da professor a darara a
aula sobra substanciaa orgfinicaa a inorginlcas.
t
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12. A turrna esti a classificar em plantas ou ani-Tiaia os seguir.tes
materials: uma ervilheira, sementes de girassol, uxa maqa,
bichos-da-seda e um girino. Uns ^uantos alur.os dizem que a
naija e as sementes do girassol nao pertencem a qualquer doa
dois grupos. 3ue diria a estes alunos?
a. Perguntava-ihes o que distingue a maqa e as sementes do
girassol das plantas e dos animals.
b. ?edia-lhes para explicar__a razao da sua escoiha.
c. Dizia-lhes que tinhamrazao - a maqa s as sementes saoi
apenas partes de plantas.
d. Punha a maqa e as sementes nu.m terceiro grupo e pergunta-
va como poderiam classificar esse grupo.
e. Ignorava as respostas dos alunos dado que corJ'.ecia as suas
capacidades
.
13- Dois alunos trazem para a aula uma joaninha. Estao a discutir
se as joaninhas sao vermes ou animais. Como procederia?
a. Dizia-lhes que estavam ambos errados; I 'im i.nsecto.
b. Dizia-lhes que procurassem num livro.
c. Perguntava-lhes asdiferenqas e semelhanqas entre vermes e
animais
.
d. Dizia-lhes para se calarem.
14. C professor pediu aos alunos que descrevessem e comparassem
as suas observances dos girinos. Como iniciaria a discussao?
a. Pedia a cada aluno para descrever so um dos aspectos que
observara.
b. Perguntava aos alunos: "Que observaram hoje?"
c. Revia rapidamente as suas pr5prias observaqoes.
d. Perguntava aos alunos que mudanqas tinham notado nos girinos.
15 . 0 professor pretende distri buir frutos aos alunos para iniciarem
a primeira actividade sobre localizaqao de sementes. Que meto-
dologia adoptaria?
a. Pedia aos alunos para se sentarem em clrculo enquanto tra-
balhavam.
b. Pedia aos ailunos para trabalharem em pequenos grupos.
c. Nenhum arranjo formal; deixaria os alunos trabalharem
onde desejassem.
d. Formava grupos e dava um trabalho a cada membro do grupo:
encontrar as sementes, contar as sementes, registar 0
numero de sementes, linpeza, etc.
16. Suponha que vai onsinar uma unidade sofcra o pendulo a
alunos principiantas de fisica.
Da axemplost nas perguntas que se seguem, seipre que
posslvel.
a. Como introduziria o t5pico?
b. Como prosseguiria ate ao fim da unidade didictica?
c. Como procederia para efectuar um exercfcio de labora-
t5rio com o pendulo?
d. Que tipo de exerclcios sobre o pendulo poderia dar
aos alunos?
e. Como organizaria um teste para os alunos sobre a
unidade que acabou de ensinar?
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oECQiTO III. Gom&ntariori sohre o Currlculi.iiii oocundJrio do Cioncias
0 ygtodon do Hnsino
Nosta secqao tcri oportunidade para dar su^rcstoes o opinioas sobro
0 curricuiutn secundSrio de cioncias o os mcStodos de onaino em Por-
tugal.
l.Ma sua opiniao quais sao os tnelhores aspcctos do Curriculum Secun-
dSrio de Cioncias am Portugal?2.
Na sua opiniao quais saos os piorcs aspectos do Curriculum 3ecun-
dirio de Ciencias em Portugal?
3.
Qua sugestoes poder5 ofarecer para mclhorar o Curriculum Sacun
dirio de Ciencias?
4.
Que sugestoes poderd oferocer para tornar mais eficiontes os
mdtodos de ensino utilizados pelos professores de ciencias .
(Utilize 0 verso dasta folha sc for necassdrio)
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SiiCqaO rv. InforTOcao Diorrufica e Curricular flo Professor
Por favor indique a resposta apropriada a cada pcrjjunta com
ao lado da sua reepouta.
1. Idadc: 20-25 26-31 32-37 "ais de 38
2. Sexoi Ferainino r.:asculino
3* Crau Acad6iiccs Dacharelato Licenciatura Outro
4. Esti^io: Sin I'^o
5 . fJunero de anos de ensir.o;
0-3 4-6 7-9 r.'ais de 10
6. Que anos de escolaridade ensina?
T 8- 9^ 10^ 11'
7 • Que disciplinas ensina?
S. Como considers 0 seu nivel de corihecimento em Psicologia da
EducaqSo?
Muito Bom
Bon
Suficiente
Kulo
Estaria intaressado em frequentar um seminario (6 a 8 sessoes
de duas horas cada) na sua £rea, sobre "0 Ensino da Ciencia e
o Desenvolvinento Intelectual"? (Escolha uma resposta e depois
faqa os conentlrios que achar convenientes
)
Sim Nao Talvez
Comentarios
:
9 .
Home
liacola
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TE3TE DE CCNTP.QLE l)E VAP.IA/EIE
Kofflu
Data de naGciir.ontosdia aSs ^ano_
3cxo
Eauola
. Ano clc CGColaridacic
0 PEi;:.)'ji.o
Vamos conctruir urn pcnUuio uaando aitornadamente ux fio EU.?TU o ux 'C.'"?!
UM peco LEVE c outro
e vataos dar-lhe un inpuiao LICEISC ou ux FCSTE.
fio CURTO fio co; rp.:e:
2
peso LEVS oeso PEEADO
impulso LIGEIKC ixpulso FCPTa
OU
(pequer.a oscilaqao) (^ande oscilaq:
Esta tarefa consiste em deterxinar o nuxero de occilaqoes que o
.cr.».'.io
faz nuin deterxinado espaqo de toxpo (;..eio xir.uto).
A3- Na 3ua opiniao, auais as consequencias que o CCr’.??.ir.3IITC, PESO e
li'PULSO tern no nurnero de oocilaqoes eci meio ainuto?
ccKPRirjzriTOi
PESO I
ii.:pulso:
A4a. Agora, de acordo con o oue aeabou de obsorvar nesta exrerilr.cia
.
o que e que pode conciuir sobro os eieiios do CC^.PSI-VEiiTC
, PESO e
IT-tPULSO no nunero de oscilaqoes?
C0r.:PRI”£NT0!
PESO I
i:.:pui^0!
Descreva era poucas palavras uma outra experiencia que poderia
efectuar a secuir
.
e explique porque a escolheu. cxpliquc taabea
qual a reiaqao que existe entre esta nova experiencia e as expe-
riencias um e dois.
A4b.
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A5- Iti'.a '’Lr.c que rcconeqa.;i'.oc con a
expci'Lcncia 1
COAiPHiwtufl /’€*o
— I
\ IM ruLJi'o '
Cua ro
^ue outran coa'.biraqooo nccleria
utiiicar rara o ofcito
quo 0 COl'm.” Jin'u to;.i no r.u.tcro
de oscilaqjuu? ——
(Utilize 0 .r.enor nilr.ero de co.r.bi-
r.aqoeo ooGsivel: se aiiu.T.as co:r.-
bii'.aqoos forer. dosnecccsarias
,
as3inaie-as cor. u;r. astcrisco ( '^)
. )
fA do ^ Iml to
A6. ivecoaeqandc com a cxperioncia 1-
cono testaria o efeito o.ue o
?13C tern r.o nur.ero de oscila-
qooG do pendulo?
I K To PfSAOo Li Cf
(Utilize o nenor .numero de con-
binaijooG possivel: go al.junaG
co.T.binaqoes foren daoneceGGa-
rias aGGir.aie-as cor. un aste-
risco (**).)
A7 . IiT.a.”ine ^ue tont^r.oG estas duan
cor.binaqoes con outro pendulo. —
Cpm roi
Cu/?T0
0 que a que pode concluir sobrc
0 efeito do impulso?
f’ejAPo
Afsado
Pa Are
L I (rH lit a
IS
Zo
3e existire.r. outrac conbina^oeG
de que verdadeira.T.ente precise
para sc certificar do efeito do
inpulso, escrova-aG no esqueina. >
(.bisque ur.a das duas coinbi.na-
qoes orijiinais de ijuo r.ao pre-
cise para a exporie.ncia )
.
1 90
/ y AC***Xi »«.•»
Ul. Expcriuncia 1 CUATO i’ffAOa
32. Experiencia 2 L£
33. Fio co:.-.?3 IDC, peso P£SADO,i.-apulso FCr.TJ,
A cua
previsao
:
oscilaqocs. Expericncia 3 «
34. Fio CUr.TO
A sua
previsao
,
peso LEVE.inpulso LICEIEO.
oscilaqoes. Exporiencia 4
35. Descreva a nartir anenas destas ^
experiencias os efeltos do CG..:??.i:.'.£.‘.T0
,
r£30
,
e li.iPULSC, no nunero de oscilaqoes,
e, para cada factor escreva, no rectanguio da direita, os nur.eros
das experiencias que precisa de utilizar.
CO:.;r?.Ii'^iNTO:
experiencias
PESO I
li.'PULSO:
experiencias
experiencias
36. Diga se, atravis das experiencias efcctuadas, algum dos factores
oferece aenos evidencia quanto a sua influencia no nur.ero de
oscilacoes ?
Em caso afirnativo, diga qual o factor:
e
Demonstre que essa evidencia I
suficiente OU oxplique porque e insuficienta
.
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TE3T1; DE FACICCrMO LCCICO
Instrucoen ;
1. Para rccponder a ir.aior parte das perc^«ntas dcste teste pr*;cicuril
apenac de colocar uoia cruz (X) no espaqo roocr/ado na folha para
as respoctas. AloU.T.as das pcr^jntac exinem duas ou tros reapoatas
3erao dadas instr'jqoec apropriadas para responder a estas per~-n-
tas quando olas sursircR no testa.
2. Algumas perguntas referein-se a dia’ranias e, nor Isso, dovcri
examin£-los ouidadosamonte antes de responder ds per,';untas.
3" Se dose jar alterar UT.a rcsposta, apa.guc-a conpletacente s r.arqye
a nova resposta.
4. Tente responder a todas as rospostas; sc nao estiver seguro de
una resposta, escolha a que Ihe parecor aais aprspriada.
5. Pensc cuidadosaxente a.ntes de responder a cada pergiinta.
1. Na figura a seguir, a linha XY'Z representa um nuro. Una bola e lanqada
contra o muro de tsodo a bater setr.pre no ponto X, C angulo 1 S igTial ac
ingulo 6, 0 angulo 2 6 igual ao angulo 5, e o ang-ulo 3 S igual ao angu-
lo 4.
X Y Z
c
Se a bola saltar do ponto X para o ponto 3 significa que foi lanqada
do ponto:
(a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D (e) E
A figura seguinte I semelhante a anterior. Estude-a cuidadosar.e.nte e
utilize-a para responder as perguntas 2 e 3*
X Y z
c
D
I
\
[
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2. 3e a bola for lanqada do ponto 13 para o ponto Y ao rr.uro, <»la 'laltardpara
:
(a) A (b) E (c) C (d) F (e) G
3. 3e a bola sal tar do ponto Y no muro para o ponto A, sisnifica que foi
lanqada do ponto:
(a) A (b) E (c) C (d) F (e) G
4. Na firrura a seguir, urr.a bola 5 lanqada do ponto A para o ponto Y no
muro
.
X Y Z
0 angulo entre o trajecto da bola, depois de bater no muro, e GY I de
:
(a) SO- (b) 75* (c) 65“ (d) 40“ (e) 25“
5.
Na figura seguinte, ur.a bola 5 lanqada do lado direito para o r.uro.
A bola bate no nuro no ponto Y e salta para o ponto C.
X Y Z
0 valor do angulo entre Y2 e o trajecto segunao o qual a bola foi
lanqada S de:
(a) 25“ (b) 40* (c) 65“ (d) 60“ (e) 5°“
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Suponha quo t^m uma balanqa semclhante a quo ije
secuinte. ;ictude a ri,"’ura com cuidado; recponda
encontra na fir^ura
ac pcr^untac 607 .
contro da barra
massas que node utilizar
r
5KS
r r
i
c c 15V.5 13^.£
10 Kg 10 Kg
6. Uma massa dc 5 Kg 5 suspensa do ponto D. Como poderS sqailibrar a
barra?
(a) Suspondo uma massa de 1 Kg em A.
(b) Suspendo uma massa de 10 Kg era J.
(c) Suspendo uma massa de 5 Kg em K.
(d) Suspendo uma massa de 10 Kg em E.
(e) Suspendo uma massa de 5 Kg em K.
(f) S impossivel equilibrar a barra.
7 . Uma massa de 5 ^ e suspensa do ponto E e uma massa de 10 Kg no ponto C.Como poderi equilibrar a barra?
(a) Suspendo uma massa de 5 Kg em G e uma massa de 10 em J.
(b) Suspendo uma massa de 10 Kg em H e uma massa de 1 Kg em K.
(c) Suspendo uma massa de 15 Kg em I e uma massa de 1 Kg em H.
(d) Suspendo uma massa de 10 I^g em I e uma massa de 5 Kg em G.
(•e) c impossivel equilibrar a barra.
(f) Suspendo uma massa de 5 em I e uma massa de 10 Kg em G.
Nas perguntas 8, 9 e 10, encontrard duas afirmaqoes e uma conclusao.
Diga se a conclusao d verdadeira ou falsa.
Exemplo
:
Alt N'enhum bdbe com um ano de idade anda.
A2: Paulo tem um ano de idade.
C: Paulo nao anda
.
(a) !erdadeira (b) Falsa
a b
(Na folha de respostas deveria indicar (X) ( ) )
\
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8.
A1 : Ncm tortoa oo__R sao T.
A2: Todos os T suo T'..
C: Hit R quo nao sao r>*.
(a) Verdadeira (b) Falsa
9.
A1 : Todo o catvao I branco.
A2: Todo 0 carvao branco produz fur.o vcrxelho quando arde
.
C: Quando qualquer carvao arde o fumo c cinzcnto.
(a) Verdadeira (b) Falsa
10.
" Al; Quando o Joao esta aborrecido vai ao cinema.
A2; 0 Joao nao esta aborrecido.
C: 0 Joao nao vai ao cinema.
(a) Verdadeira (b) Falsa
11.
A figura a seguir representa dois vasos com agua abertos na parte
superior. Cs vasos estao ligados por urn tubo que permits que a 5gua
passe de un vaso para o outre. C Vaso 3 tern um diametro maior que.o
vaso A. Utilize a figura para responder as perguntas 11 e 12.
11 . Os vasos A e B sao baixados a igual distancia. Que acontecera ao nivel
da 5gua nos dois vasos?
(a) Permaneco a ailtura inicial acima da mesa. ....
(b ) '/aria de modo que o nivel em A fica acima da altura inicial e
nivel era 3 fica abaixo da altura inicial. ....
(c ) Varia de medo quo o nivel em D fica acima da altura inicial e
nivel era A fica abaixo. ^ ^ •
(d) Varia de modo que cs nlveis om A e 3 estao a mesma distancia
da altura inicial.
„ - • j-
(e) Varia de modo que os niveis em A e 3 estao a mesma dis-a..v,ia
da altura inicial.
o
0
acima
DcLZ. /!0
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12. Os vasos A e D sao Icvantadoc a isual diutancia. ;^u»j aconteccru ao
nivel da a(;ua nos dois vasos?
fa) Permanecc a altura inicial aciir.a da mesa.
(b) Veiria de raodo que os nivois cm A o C ficai". a T.esxa distfincia
abaixo da altura inicial.
(c) Varia do xodo quo o nivel ex A fica acir.a da altura inicial e
o nivel ex B fica abaixo da altura inicial.
(d) Varia de xodo que os niveis em A e 3 estao a ir.estra distancia
acima da altura inicial.
(e) Varia de modo que o nivel on 3 fica acir.a da altura inicial e
0 nivel em A fica abaixo da altura inicial.
0 dispositive na figura a seguir pode ser utilizado para projectar
sombras nun painel. Cs aneis na figura poden colocar-se nos pontos
D, E, F ou ein quaiso.uer outros ao lon.30 das linhas que passaih oor
cada ponto, entre a lar.pada e 0 painel. As sor.bras refericas sao
as sombras circulares dos aneis e nao dos suportes. As distancias
dos pontos D, E, e F -ao oainel estao indicadas na parte superior
do dispositivo e as distancias dos pontos D, S e F a lampada estao
indicadas na parte inferior do dispositivo. Zstude a fig’ara cuida-
dosaaente para responder as perguntas 13 e 1 ^*
13 . 0 anel A e colocado no ponto D, e 5 aedida a sua sonbra projectada
no painel . 0 anel A I substituldo pelo anel 3 no ponto D. E aedida
a soabra de 3 no painel. As sombras de A e 3 no painel:
(a) sao do mesao taaanho.
(b) sao de tamanhos diferentes sendo a soabra de A aaior do que a
sonbra de B.
.
(c) sao de tananhos diferentes sendo a soabra de 3 aaior do quo a
sonbra de A.
(d) sao de tamanhos diferentes, sendo a sonbra de A aenor do que
a sonbra de 3.
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14. C ancl 13 6 colocado no ponto D e 5 mcdida a .tua sosfcra projectada
no painol. C ancl 3 6 subatituldo pclo and C no ponto D. a medica
a combi-a de C no painel. As sombraa dc D e C no aaincl;
(a) cao do xesno tananho.
(b) sao de tarcanhoa diferentes,
a__sor.bra dc C.
(c) sao dc taman.*'.os diferentes,
a^Gonbra de 3.
(d) sao do ta.'tanhos diforc.ntes,
a soT.bra de C.
endo a sonbra de 3 naior do que
endo a sonbra dc C raior do que
;cndo 2. sonbra de 3 aenor do que
A *i^ra a seguir representa dois copos (un pequeno e ua grande)
e dois frascos (urn pequeno e um ^andc). Utilize csta fi-ura pa»-a
responder a pergunta 15 .
15 . 3ao necess£rios seis copos grandes ou neve copos pequenos dc arva
para enchcr o frasco pequeno. Sao necosslrios oito copos grandos
de 4gua oara er.cher 0 frasco grande. Quantos copos pequenos de
5gua serao necessaries para encher 0 frasco ^ande?
(a) 10 (b) 15 (c) 11 (d) 16 (e) 12
As perffuntas 16 a 21 sao analogias verbals. Analogias verbals sao
dois pares de palavras, tendo cada par 0 aesso tipo de reiaqao.
?or exeaplo, dentro est£ para fora assir cor.o acira estl para
abalxo . A relaqao cocurt entre der.tro - fora s aclr.a -abaixo e de
oposiqao . A ordea do par de palavras taabea 5 Irportante . .Assis,
embora a relaqao "oasca esta para banana acsia coao ointura esti
para casa - esteja correcta, "casca est^ oara banana assia coro
casa esta para aintura" 6 ir.correcta. '^s pergu.ntas a seguir
deverfi esaolher duas ou tris palavras que coapletea da aelhor
foraa cada analogia. Alguaas pcrgu.ntas requeren duas respostas
e outras requerem tres.
Zxeaplo
:
(a) pneu
(b) aotor
(c) auto-estrada
(d) aapa
esti para oarro cor.o
(e) ancora
(f) coberta
(g) capitao
(h) oceano
esta para na
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Moste cxcnplo, a mclhor cccolha para comnictar a anaio^jia jcri
a»to-c3 trada o ocoano . "auto-estrada cct5 para carro con.c occar.o
octa para navio"
. ilcsto caco, “cicaloca-sG " e a rclaijao cor.uui:
vir. carro dccloca-cc r.a auto-ectrada e um navio dc:;ioca-c(j no
occano. Tfa folna de respostas a porcunta anterior teria a so-^jinte
rccpocta
abcdef^h
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X)
I'.'ao 30 ecqueqa de ,r.arcar cuidadosar.ento as respostas para cada
per^nta na folha de respostas.
16 .
Tarefa estd para
(a) tentativa
(b) acabar
(c ) trabalho
(d) persur.ta
coco
(e )problea'.a
(f )quI.tico
(c)lioaem
(h )resposta
;2 para
solucfTo
17.
18.
20.
\j^i Vo (j(a) interrupter te Jrjiquir.a
(b) fio
^.xrada esta rara (cJiisna vg.
(d)electricidade (h)vapor (lirenio
(f)canoa (o)r.5quir.acono / ^ esta para ^ ^ ^( jTT.otor (k)tractor
(a) andar
(b) dedo do p6
(c) joelho
(d) p6
est5 para coroo assinj corco roda est£ para
(o )rolar
(f )r4quir.a
(g)
bicicleta
(h)aro
19. (a)vaca
loiovlSa
(d)pata
(e )soldado
(fjerccane
^
(g)
alcateia
(h
)
vara
(i
)
ovolha
( j porco
(X)rerirento
(l)lobo
(a) cerebro
(b) olho
(c
)
chap6u
(d) orelha
(e )pri.T.avera
^ , . (ficobertor
sst£ para cabeca assin cono (T^gupo^-te para
(h)al2ofada
(i)p€ de
car.a
( j )rar.chadc
(lc)ca.ta
(1 )verao
21. (a) ausica (e)cadeira
(b) casa est5 para piano coxo est£ para r.esa
(c) banco - Cgjcoxer
(d) sintonizador (h)mobilia
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Data de nascimcnto
:
dia moG a no Ano dc cscolaridade
1. a b c d e Scxo
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
2. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
3. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
4. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
5. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
6. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
7. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
8. a
( )
b
(. )
9. a
( )
b
( )
10. a
( )
b
( )
11. a
C )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
12. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
13. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
14. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
15. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
16. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( ) (^)
h
( )
17. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
Oo
( )
h i j k
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(‘)
18. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
{ )
g
( )
h
( )
19. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
(®)
h i j k
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
( )
20. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
s
( )
h i j k
( ) ( ) C ) ( )
1
(")
21. a
( )
b
( )
c
( )
d
( )
e
( )
f
( )
6
( )
h
( )
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iJrrREYISTA
I. Objectlvo3 para urn Curriculun de Ciencias do Znalno
Secund^rio
Esta seccao da entrevista proporcionar-lhe-£ a oportunidade de
comentar a importancia de alguns objectives para um curriculun
de ciencias do ensino secundirio.
3ao apresentadas a seguir quinze afirnaqoes (objectives), liga,
per favor, como considera cada objective da iista: nuito inpor-
tante (1), suficiente-nente inportante (2), pouco importante (3),
nao importante (4), para o curriculum de ciencias do ensino secun-
d5rio em Portugal.
1. 0 objective principal de um curriculun secundirio de ciencias
S desenvolver a cultura cientifica de um individuo e a sua
competlncia de racioclnio e aeqao.
2. 0 objective de um curriculum de ciencias I desenvolver a
cultura cientifica dos cidadaos de modo a possuirem capacidades
intelectuais
,
valores, atitudes e capacidades de investigaqao
para promoverem o seu desenvolviaento como seres humanos.
3 . Cada estudante deveria ter oportunidade de efectuar experiencias
cientificas durante o ano.
4. 3ada professor deveria ter acesso a equipanento , instalaqoes,
materiais e tempo suficiente para a sua utilizaqao.
5. As ciencias deveriaia ser ensinadas como una disciplina unificada,
integrada e/ou coordenada com outras disciplinas, tais como mate-
natica, ciencias sociais, economia e outras.
6. 0 curriculum deveria salientar processes cientificos, de acordo
com as estruturas nentais dos alunos, e dar menos realce a divul-
gaqao de factos.
?. A parte principal de um curriculum de ciencias deveria ser cons-
tituida por experiencias directas con o meio ambiente ou em labo-
ratorio
.
3. Cs livros de texto deverian ser escritos de modo a facilitar a
investigaqao em vez de descrever apenas factos cientificos.
9. C curriculum de ciencias deveria incluir estudos de ecologia re-
lacionados com a ciencia e tecnologia, fen3menos naturais e suas
implicaqoes sociais.
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A setodoiogia utilisada no ansino das ciancias devariai
10. incorajar os alunos a expriair as suas ideias a dascravar as
suas axpariencias
.
11. Zncorajar os alunos a explorar. axpariaantar a resolvar pro-
blenas
.
12. .Analisar ou investigar respostas a resultados inasparados
obtidos pelos alunos.
13- ^^econhecer as nacessidades individuals ou da turaa a asxaba-
lacer uaa astratlgia apropriada.
14. Utilizar as intarpretaqoes incorractas ou as raspostas
"erradas" dos alunos para Ihes astimular o raciocinio.
15* Car oportunidadas aos alunos para axpariencias concratas
antes de seram introduzidos novos concaitos ou ralaqoas.
SZCQXo II. Curriculun de Ciancias do Ensino Secundirio e
riatodologia do Znsino am Portugal
£sta secqao da entrevista proporcionar-lhe-S a oportunidade de
conentar a aficiencia do curriculum de ciencias do ansino secun-
dlrio a da metodologia do ensino em Portugal para atingir os
objectivos do curriculum de ciancias apresentados anteriorsente
.
3e um modo geral, como classificaria a eficiincia do curriculum
de ciencias do ensino secundlrio e da metodologia do ansino em
Portugal para atingir os objectivos do curriculum de ciancias
que Ihe foram apresentados anteriormente? Por favor classifique
as afirmaqoes de acordo com a seguinte escala:
1 - Muito Ineficiente; 2 - Ineficiente; 3 - Ificiente; 4 -”.uito
Ificiante
.

